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Abstract

The techniques of wireless power transfer has been gaining increasing pop-
ularity in the recent years due to the widespread use of mobile electronic
devices such as laptops, mobile phones, wearable electronics and wireless
sensors. Traditionally, these devices are powered using a battery that needs
to be recharged. Wireless power transfer has the potential of enabling new
applications of those and many different devices, where it is not possible
to use the battery (e.g. due to its size or weight), or where recharging the
battery using a wired charger is not practical (e.g. wireless sensor networks).

In this thesis we investigate Wireless Power Transfer Networks (WPTNs).
These are the networks of wireless power transmitters and receivers that
are connected together in a network with the goal of increasing network
efficiency through maximizing charging of receivers while minimizing the
consumption of energy in the network. In this thesis, the architecture of
devices in such WPTNs has been proposed. Subsequently, a physical proto-
type of such networks has been designed and build. Finally, two fundament-
ally different approaches to achieving high efficiency has been proposed and
analyzed in this thesis.

After designing and creating the proof-of-concept WPTN system, its per-
formance has been analyzed, modeled mathematically and verified exper-
imentally. A number of performance measures of WPTNs has been pro-
posed and two approaches to solving the optimization goal of WPTNs have
been compared using these measures. Finally, certain conclusions have been
drawn on the trade-offs between the first — simpler approach, and the
second — more complex approach.
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Glossary

CDF Cumulative Distribution Function.

DC Direct current.

DSSS Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum.

EIRP Effective Isotropic Radiated Power.

FCFS First come first served.

FSM Finite State Machine.

IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers.

MSC Message Sequence Chart.

QoS Quality of Service.

RF Radio frequency.

RFID Radio-frequency identification.

RSSI Received signal strength indication.

SHARP Stationary High Altitude Relay Platform.

UAV Unmanned Aerial Vehicle.

WPT Wireless Power Transfer.

WPTN Wireless Power Transfer Network.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Wireless power transfer is the idea of transmitting power without the use of
any wires or cables, as it is traditionally done. The idea of wireless power
transfer inspired researchers ever since James Clerk Maxwell derived a set
of equations [1], that are the foundations of electrodynamics, which is the
basis of today’s telecommunication and wireless power transfer. As the use
of electricity became more widespread, the idea of wireless power transfer
gained more interest. At the beginning of the twentieth century, approx-
imately thirty years after Thomas Edison patented a system for electricity
distribution [2], the electrical engineer Nikola Tesla patented a technique for
a large-scale wireless power distribution [3]. Even though there is no solid
evidence that Tesla could transmit power on a large-scale distance [4], the
idea inspired many generations of researchers worldwide.

During World War II there was not much direct interest in the wireless
power transfer. However, major developments were made in the field of
microwave transmission [5]. The new era of wireless power transmission
started after developments made by William C. Brown, who was a pioneer of
microwave power transmission. In 1964 he invented a rectenna, a rectifying
antenna, that can be used to covert microwave energy into direct current
electricity. He patented his invention in 1969 [6]. A typical rectenna consists
of an antenna and a rectifier. Usually, low voltage drop Shottky diodes are
used as the rectifying element to make a conversion from microwave to direct
current energy. Brown demonstrated his idea using a small helicopter that
was equipped with a rectenna and powered wirelessly using microwaves [7].

Further developments regarding wireless power transfer were connected
with Solar-Power Satellite [5] — a satellite that would collect solar power
in space and send it to earth using microwaves. The concept has been in
development since the early 1970s. Another line of research pertained to
powering unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) wirelessly. An example of such
research is the Stationary High Altitude Relay Platform (SHARP) developed
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by the Communications Research Center in Canada [8]. The aircraft could
fly at an altitude of 21 km powered by microwaves beamed at the aircraft
from the earth.

In addition to the above-mentioned far-field techniques, there was also
considerable effort done to advance near-field wireless power transmission
techniques, which are based on either inductive or capacitive coupling (mag-
netic or electric fields, respectively). The first passive radio frequency iden-
tification (RFID) devices were invented in the 1980s [9] [10] and applied
widely in industry in the 1990s. The development of a variety of mobile
devices such as smartphones, tablets and laptops led to the creation of the
Wireless Power Consortium in 2008. The aim of this consortium is to estab-
lish international standards of wireless charging, which has been crystallized
in the form of the Qi standard [11].

The future of WPT seems bright — in the recent years there has been
a growing interest in the applications of WPT techniques in the area of
sensor networks [12] and biology research (e.g. monitoring insects [13] and
animals [14]). There has been also an increasing interest in the field from
industry. The result is a number of companies in the WPT field, such as
WiTricity [15], uBeam [16], Ossia [17], Artemis [18], Energous [19], and
Proxi [20].

1.1 Project motivation and goals

Most of the above-mentioned research takes into consideration a one-to-one
link between energy transmitter and energy receiver. Currently, there is
limited research being conducted in the field of networks of power receivers
and transmitters. Bridging this gap seems to be a natural next step to
making wireless power transfer technology ubiquitous. However, there is
one major challenge that needs to be addressed while considering far-field
wireless power transfer techniques, namely propagation loss, which accounts
for the highest power loss of such systems, resulting in low overall system
efficiency. This thesis is an attempt to answer the following questions:

• How to build energy-efficient Wireless Power Transfer Networks (WPTNs)
and what kind of protocols could control them?

• Can we create a proof-of-concept system using off-the-shelve hardware
and custom made software?

• How can we measure efficiency of such networks?

• What kind of techniques are available to address the problem of in-
creasing overall efficiency?
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1.2 Contributions

The main contributions of this thesis directly follow the project goals defined
initially, and these are:

• Propose a new WPTN control protocol that improves three perform-
ance metrics: harvested energy, efficiency and accuracy;

• Creating a novel hardware based implementation of WPTN, based on
off-the-shelve hardware;

• Conducting extensive measurements of multiple versions of WPTN
protocols to compare them against the proposed efficiency measures.

1.3 Thesis structure

This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides the necessary back-
ground for further understanding of the thesis. It provides background on
different wireless power transfer techniques, motivates the need for wireless
power transfer networks research and presents the classification of such net-
works existing in literature. Chapter 3 further describes the network model
that will be addressed in this thesis. It presents our WPTN protocol in two
flavors (probing and beaconing-based) and provides mathematical analysis
of the characteristic features of those protocols. Chapter 4 provides details
of the hardware implementation that was made to evaluate the two different
approaches to WPTN protocols. It describes the hardware platform, WPTN
protocol (which is also called control protocol) and all the additional features
implemented to enable measurements of efficiency measures of those imple-
mentations (all those features are called measurement protocol). Chapter 5
describes simulations and experiments that have been done in order to verify
and compare the protocols proposed in the thesis. Chapter 6 concludes the
work.
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Chapter 2

Wireless Power Transfer
networks: State of the Art

This chapter provides background of Wireless Power Transfer and motivates
the project. In Section 2.1 existing Wireless Power Transfer (WPT) tech-
niques are described. Section 2.2 motivates the need for WPT Networks
(WPTNs) and Section 2.3 presents a classification of existing WPTNs.

2.1 Wireless Power Transfer (WPT) Techniques

There are a lot of different techniques of Wireless Power Transfer. A very
popular technique is the rectification of electromagnetic (EM) radiation. It
can be used with omnidirectional or directional antennas and using different
transmission techniques (microwaves, laser etc.). The technique that gained
popularity in consumer electronics is inductive coupling, present for instance
in charging of electric toothbrushes, cell phones and laptops. The technique
that is gaining interest in the recent years is magnetic resonant coupling,
mainly due to recent advances by Kurs et al. [21] in 2007. Apart from that,
there are WPT techniques that use acoustic waves to transmit energy. In
the following subsections every technique will be briefly explained.

2.1.1 Electromagnetic (EM) radiation

EM radiation makes energy transfer possible by the transmission of the elec-
tromagnetic waves from the transmitting antenna connected to the power
source to the receiving antenna. In the context of Wireless Power Transfer
the EM waves most frequently used are microwaves (between 300 MHz and
300 GHz) and visible light (frequencies between approximately 430 THz and
790 THz). EM radiation is widely used for information transfer, but trans-
ferring power suffers from efficiency problems due to a very high attenuation
of EM waves in space. In mathematical models in literature loss is usually
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proportional to the power (of two or more) of the distance between a receiver
and a transmitter antenna.

Systems based on light are mainly used directionally (in opposition to
microwaves that are also used in omnidirectional antennas). This technique
has been successfully used to power UAVs [8]. However, it is not the best
candidate for WPTN applications due to the fact that it requires a line-of-
sight scenario.

Advantages

• Small receiver size;

• Efficient power transfer over long distances when directionality is
used (microwave/laser).

Disadvantages

• High attenuation of EM waves in atmosphere;

• In terms of directional devices - requires complex tracking mech-
anisms and line-of-sight (LOS).

2.1.2 Inductive coupling

Inductive coupling is a technique where energy is being transferred between
two coils placed in close proximity. Coils are configured in such a way that
alternating current flowing in one of the coils induces a current flowing in
the second one. The two coils can be seen as an electrical transformer. This
technique was the basis for the world’s first international wireless charging
standard — Qi — created by Wireless Power Consortium [11]. The first
version of the Qi standard (for low-power inductive charging — up to 5 W)
was published in August 2009. The standard specifies a technique for power
transfer over small distance (up to 4 cm). The standard was extended to
medium-power (up to 120 W) in 2011. However, for this technique to work
the transmitter and receiver coils need to be located very closely to each
other and need to be specifically aligned. That is the reason this technique
is not the most suitable for Wireless Power Transfer Networks applications
(which assume distances longer than a few centimeters).

Inductive coupling has been successfully deployed in consumer electronics
(e.g. toothbrushes, mobile phones) and electric vehicles. Due to the fact
that the power transfer using this technique is efficient only on extremely
short distance, this method did not find many other applications.

Advantages

• Simplicity;
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Figure 2.1: 60 W light bulb being lit on a distance of 2 m using magnetic
resonant coupling. Image source: online supplementary material for [21].

• Very short range (less than a few centimeters) with a very high
efficiency.

Disadvantages

• Requires accurate alignment of the transmit and receive coils;

• Efficient charging only on short distance (less than the coil dia-
meter).

2.1.3 Magnetic resonant coupling

Magnetic resonant coupling is a technique developed by Kurs et al. [21] in
2007. It is a technique that uses strongly coupled, self resonant coils. Using
this technique very high efficiency could be achieved over distances up to 8
times the radius of the coil. The authors of [21] were able to demonstrate an
efficient (approximately 40% efficiency) power transfer to a light bulb over
a distance of more than 2 meters (Figure 2.1).

The main idea behind this technique is to use two coils with a high quality
factor (Q). Coils (inductors) are elements that store energy in the magnetic
field. A high Q factor of the coil means that the coil is closer to the ideal coil
(coil with only inductance, no capacitance nor resistance), thus it does not
loose much energy due to resistance of the wire or capacitance. In order to
make those two coils resonant, capacitors are added to the system, creating
resonant RC circuits.

The developments presented in [21] were the basis of creating a WPT
company — WiTricity [15] — that tries to commercialize this technology.

Advantages

• High efficiency over several times the coil diameter (e.g. 2 meters,
as demonstrated by Kurs et al. [21]);
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• Insensitive to weather conditions (unlike EM radiation);

• Not requiring LOS.

Disadvantages

• Requires alignment of the transmit and receive coils (so that the
coupling factor between the coils is maximized);

• Efficient charging only over a distance of a few meters.

2.1.4 Acoustic waves

All of the techniques described in the previous subsections use electromag-
netic fields or waves to transfer energy. It is important to notice that the
principle of energy transfer applies to not only electromagnetic waves, but
to any kind of waves. One of the alternative approaches to WPT is wireless
energy transfer through acoustic waves, which are pressure waves.

One of the main advantages of using acoustic waves instead of electro-
magnetic waves is the lower propagation speed of those waves compared to
electromagnetic waves. Let cem be the propagation speed of electromagnetic
waves and cac be the propagation speed of acoustic waves in the same me-
dium. As a result, the frequency to be used for a given wavelength needs to
be of an order cem

cac
smaller [22]. Because of the fact that frequencies used are

much smaller than for EM propagation, there are fewer losses in the power
electronics that drive the circuit, as well as the design of this electronics is
simpler [23]. On the other hand, if the used frequency is fixed, choice of
acoustic power transfer technology will result in a smaller transmitter and
receiver size for the same directionality of the wave [24]. Another advantage
of this technology is the fact that the efficiency of a system is higher than
EM-based systems for longer distances [24]. Figure 2.2 shows the results
of a simulation performed in [24]. From the figure we can conclude that
although inductive power transfer is more efficient for smaller distances,
acoustic power transfer is much more efficient for higher distances (with a
factor of approximately 100 for a distance of 6 cm).

The challenges of this technique are reflections and resonances of acoustic
waves. It puts restrictions on how the transmitter and the receiver can
be placed with regard to each other for an optimal power transfer. There
are also problems regarding matching impedance of different transmission
mediums for efficient transfer (air, piezoelectric material, tissue, metal) due
to lack of low-loss materials with a specific acoustic impedance.

Advantages

• High efficiency over distances that are large in comparison to the
dimensions of the receiver and transmitter devices;
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Figure 2.2: Efficiency as a function of source-receiver distance (for a 5 mm
receiver). Source: [24].

• Theoretically, an efficiency higher than that of inductive coupling
by an order of magnitude;

• As a consequence of using lower frequencies, the system experi-
ences low switching loses;

• Usage of low frequencies simplifies electronic design;

• Can be used when EM-based techniques cannot (e.g. WPT through
metal wall).

Disadvantages

• Generating high acoustic power with high efficiency is challen-
ging;

• Difficulty of matching impedance in different transmission media;

• Currently documented in literature measurements of power trans-
fer though air show that currently the transferred power is too
low for any practical applications [22].

2.2 Motivation for WPT Networks

As mentioned in the previous chapter, there has been a rapid increase in the
interest in WPT, triggered by some recent developments (e.g. [15,21,25,26]).
A lot of research done in the field of WPT focuses on improving the quality
of one-to-one or one-to-many transmission. The focus is put on the physical
layer and improving link efficiency through sophisticated techniques.

The need for WPT seems obvious if we look into platforms that are based
on ambient energy harvesting. Up till this moment no such systems are
deployed with high success rate. This problem can be alleviated by using
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WPT techniques where wireless power is required. WPT has one major
drawback connected with its efficiency. Most of the techniques are not very
efficient, especially over larger distances. The range of efficient wireless
power transfer is usually within a couple of centimeters up to a couple of
meters from the transmitter. This introduces the need to keep track of
energy receivers and make energy transmitters active only when there are
receivers that could receive energy transmitted by a given transmitter.

In the general scenario we can imagine energy transmitters that are static
and energy receivers that move (or appear/disappear from the network).
Even though such systems resemble a cellular network in terms of topology,
such systems have never been considered in the area of WPT. The goal of
this thesis is to propose and evaluate protocols that could give intelligence
to such a Wireless Power Transfer Network (WPTN).

2.3 Existing WPT Networks Classification

Existing WPT Networks can be classified in a number of ways. We can
consider WPTN physical layer technique used or WPTN topologies.

2.3.1 WPTN topology

A WPTN topology is based on the number of n energy receivers (called ERx
devices in this thesis) and m energy transmitters (called ETx devices). As
a consequence, we can analyze four types of WPTNs:

• m = 1, n > 1 e.g. [27, 28];

• m > 1, n > 1 e.g. [29, 30];

• m = 1, n = 1 e.g. [31, 32];

• m > 1, n = 1 (not considered in a literature according to the best of
our knowledge).

Moreover, from the topology point of view, WPTN networks can be seen
as planned, e.g. [27–29,31] or unplanned, e.g. [33].

2.3.2 Mobility

WPTNs can be also categorized regarding the mobility of ERx and ETx
devices. In the literature we can find the following classification:

• static ETx/static ERx [30,31];

• mobile ETx/static ERx [28,34];

• static ETx/mobile ERx [12,35,36];
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• mobile ETx/mobile ERx (not considered in a literature according to
the best of our knowledge).

2.3.3 WPT Physical Layer technique

In Section 2.1 we have presented different WPT techniques. WPTNs can be
classified according to which technique of wireless power transfer they use:
electromagnetic radiation, inductive coupling, magnetic resonant coupling
or other techniques.

Energy/Communication transmission Separation

Separation of energy provision and communication/control in WPTN can
be categorized into

• joint energy and information transmission (through power splitting) [29,
37,38];

• time division approach [27,31];

• frequency division [34,39] (often in relation to inductive-based WPT).

In this thesis we introduce one more way of categorizing WPTNs, that
is based on type of feedback loop in the system. Regardless of the type
of energy and communication transmission separation, we could consider
networks, that operate based on no feedback, feedback from communic-
ation (beaconing-based) and feedback from received power measurements
(probing-based).
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Chapter 3

Network model for Wireless
Power Transfer

This chapter describes the network model, for which our WPTN protocol
was designed. In Section 3.1 details of the proposed model and its assump-
tions are described. Since the model used is a direct consequence of the
hardware platform chosen for the implementation, this platform is explained
in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 describes issues related to the non-linearity of
our WPT hardware. Afterwards, in Section 3.4 two protocols for solving
WPTN problems are being proposed and finally in Section 3.5 a mathem-
atical analysis of both protocols is provided.

3.1 Proposed Model

Based on the description of different techniques, presented in Chapter 2,
we decided to choose electromagnetic (microwave) radiation technology in
our protocol. The hardware used in the implementation is described in this
chapter. The technical details of the implementation of our setup will be
explained in detail in Chapter 4.

Despite that choice, we designed the protocol not to be dependent on
a particular WPT technology. The WPT layer is being abstracted in the
design and the focus is put in optimizing charging on the network layer.

3.1.1 Types of nodes

In the protocol we consider two types of nodes - energy transmitters and
energy receivers, called ETx and ERx, respectively.

ETx nodes are assumed to be static and equipped with a charging (in our
experimental setup — directional — 60◦) antenna that is able to cover a
certain area. ETx devices can be in two modes: charging or no-charging.
When ETx is in charging mode, it transmits energy through its antenna; if
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it is in no-charging mode, it does not transmit energy. The location of ETx
nodes is pre-determined in the phase of planning of a WPTN. The goal of
the process is similar to the one used in planning of mobile communication
networks, where locations for base stations are chosen in a way that the
mobile network signal covers the desired area. In the same way, ETx place-
ment should be such, that it enables a certain level of Quality of Service
(QoS) to be met. Apart from a wireless charging module, ETx nodes are
equipped with a controller module and a communication module. The con-
troller module controls the behavior of the wireless charging module (state
— charging or no-charging). It makes its decision whether to charge or not
based on communication with other ETx and ERx devices nearby.

ERx nodes are assumed to be mobile. They can randomly appear and
disappear from the network, move around or stay static. They are equipped
with an antenna (in our experimental setup — omnidirectional) and a rec-
tifier that is able to convert the RF energy received through the antenna to
constant DC energy that can be supplied to any kind of functional device.
Apart from the energy harvesting layer, similarly to ETx devices, ERx
devices also have controller module and a communication module. The
controller module measures the harvested power and controls the WPTN
protocol specific behavior of the ERx device, such as advertising its pres-
ence. Details of ETx and ERx behavior, and interaction will be explained
in Section 3.4.

3.1.2 Assumptions about the environment

We assume our WPTN environment to be a typical office space. Our network
would be deployed, so that it provides sufficient coverage and makes wireless
power transfer possible in the areas where it is required. Power receivers
would be typically devices that are held by people in the office space (e.g.
mobile phones, wearable sensors). That is the reason we assume mobility
of power receiver nodes. The placement and coverage WPTN problems are
out of the scope of this thesis.

The goal of the protocol is depicted in Figure 3.1. The goal could be
stated as: minimize energy consumption in the network while maximizing
charging.

In the most naive deployment, a WPTN would be deployed and connected
to a power source. ETx devices would be in charging state no matter if there
are any nearby devices that could receive power that is being beamed. This
approach ensures that whenever an ERx device appears in the network, it
will be charged to the maximum possibility of WPTN. However, when no
ERx device is nearby, the energy transmitted by an ETx is wasted. It can
be stated that energy consumed by the network is being wasted, because
it is not being efficiently utilized. The requirement for minimalization of
unnecessary energy consumption appears. Another naive approach, this
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Figure 3.1: WPTN scenario. Figure courtesy of Qingzhi Liu.

time fulfilling the requirement of minimized unnecessary energy consumption
could assume no energy at all is consumed in the network — all ETx devices
are in no-charging state, and thus do not consume energy from the power
sources. In such a case, however, when an ERx appears in the network, it will
not be charged, because all ETx devices are off. Any practical solution needs
to address those two opposing goals — minimizing the energy consumption
in the network while maximizing the charging of the ERx devices. Two
protocols that address this problems are explained in detail in Section 3.4.

3.2 Hardware platform

Our hardware platform consists of three elements — WPT hardware, com-
munication layer and a controller — that will be explained in the subsections
below.

3.2.1 WPT hardware

We have chosen EM radiation as the technology to evaluate our WPTN
design. The reason for that is that it is the simplest technology to model and
the most accessible one. It relies on basic EM wave propagation principles.

Our WPTN is composed of four Powercast TX91501-3W transmitters
with integrated 8dBi, 60◦-directional antennas [40, /products/powercaster-
transmitters]. The transmitter broadcasts radio waves in the 915 MHz band
with a power of 3W Effective Isotropic Radiated Power (EIRP). The power
transmitted at the fixed frequency is modulated using Direct Sequence Spread
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P1110 P2110

Max. distance short (∼ 3 m) long (∼ 10 m)
RF range -5 dBm to 20 dBm -11.5 dBm to 15 dBm

Output voltage 1.8 V to 4.2 V 1.8 V to 5.25 V
Output voltage type continuous intermittent

Max. conversion efficiency ∼ 70 % ∼ 55 %
Interrupt available No Yes

Table 3.1: Comparison of Powercast P1110 and P2110 features

Spectrum (DSSS). These power transmitters are powered by a 5V DC power
suppl.

Powercast transmitters transmit power to the receivers. The Powercast
receiver is a rectifier, that converts AC energy received through the connec-
ted antenna to DC energy. There are two types of Powercast receivers that
could have been chosen: P1110 and P2110. Even though both receivers can
efficiently harvest energy, the type of applications they were designed for dif-
fer. The main difference between those devices is the type of provided DC
power: in case of P1110 it is continuous while in case of P2110 it is pulsed.
Thus, the P1110 can be directly used for battery charging, while the P2110
is better suited for battery-free devices such as sensors and low-power elec-
tronics. The P2110 needs additional circuitry in order to charge batteries.
Another major difference is the difference in relation of input (AC) power
to output (DC) power provided, see Figure 3.2. This relation is called the
efficiency of RF–to–DC conversion. As we can see from Figure 3.2, a P1110
device has higher efficiency than a P2110 device. However, it operates in the
range of higher input power. Thus it is a device for low distance, high power
applications. The P2110 power harvester in turn, has lower efficiency, but
it operates in a lower range of input powers, which means longer distances.
Last but not least, the P2110 device has an interrupt available on one of
its outputs. The interrupt becomes available when power is received at the
input antenna. This allows to wake up additional circuitry such as sensors
or microcontrollers. The P1110 does not have interrupt available, which
affects the way system using this chip will be designed. The summary of
differences between P1110 and P2110 can be found in Table 3.1.

As mentioned in Subsection 3.1.2, our scenario considers WPTN in office
spaces. In many office spaces, the maximum distance within one room is in
the range of a few meters. The approximate maximum range of a P1110 is
3 m, so by placing two such transmitters in one office it should be possible
to cover the office space.

Our powerharvester is provided with the P1110-EVB receiver evaluation
board with co-supplied 1 dBi unidirectional antenna [40, /products/development-
kits], see Fig. 3.3.
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Figure 3.2: Powercast P1110 and P2100 efficiency comparison. Source: [40,
/products/powerharvester-receivers].

3.2.2 Communication layer

For the communication layer the IEEE 802.11.4 standard was used. IEEE
802.11.4 is a standard that specifies the physical and media access layers
for low-rate wireless networks. It is the basis for the ZigBee suite of pro-
tocols, which are typically used for personal area networks, that can be
characterized by low data rates and requirement of long battery life. This
last requirement was key to choosing this technology over the IEEE 802.11
standard, that is the basis for wireless local area networks (WLAN).

The device we use for communication is the XBee 802.15.4 module, see [41]
and Figure 3.4(a). The reason for choosing this particular module is the
fact it is designed for low-power and low-cost applications, as well as the
fact that it integrates seamlessly with the Arduino Uno controller layer (see
Subsection 3.2.3) through the Arduino Wireless SD Shield.

3.2.3 Controller

As a controller layer for our WPTN, the Arduino Uno board was chosen,
see Figure 3.4(b). Arduino is an open-source hardware platform based on a
simple input/output board with a microcontroller and an integrated software
development environment. The Arduino Uno board is based on ATmega328
microcontroller. It has 14 digital input/output pins (used to control the
communication module and powerharvester) and 6 analog inputs (used for
measurements).
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(a) WPT transmitter (b) WPT receiver

Figure 3.3: Hardware used in the WPTN implementation: (a) WPT trans-
mitter — Powercast TX91501-3W, and (b) WPT receiver — Powercast
P1110-EVB. Source: [40].

(a) XBee 802.15.4 (b) Arduino Uno

Figure 3.4: Hardware used in the WPTN implementation: (a) communic-
ation layer (XBee Series 1 - 802.15.4), and (b) Controller (Arduino Uno).
Source: [42].

3.2.4 WPT transmitter and receiver

Each ETx, see Fig. 3.5(a), is connected with the mains power through a
transistor switch controlled by the Arduino Uno board [42]. Analogically,
the ERx emulator is controlled by the same Arduino board, see Fig. 3.5(b).
Note that we use the word ‘emulator’, as the ERx is still connected to the
power supply. This choice is dictated by the simplicity of the design and
unavailability of the ID-based wake-up radios at the time of the experiment.
Another reason for connecting the ERx to the power supply is the fact
that our implementation contains not only a WPTN protocol module, but
also measuring and data collection modules. Our implementation should
be considered mainly as an evaluation testbed for various wireless power
transfer protocols. All Arduino Uno boards are equipped with Wireless SD
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(a) ETx (b) ERx emulator

Figure 3.5: Components of the implemented WPTN: (a) ETx, and (b) ERx
emulator and charge measuring unit. Notes: LED1 and LED2 are used for
ETx state indication purpose; the value of R4 is user-changeable.

Shields with XBee 802.15.4 [41] modules attached. XBee modules are used
to provide the communication layer for our devices. Each XBee device is
using firmware version 10ec and is configured to work as an end-node in
a frame-based API mode and given an unique 16-bit address. The rest of
the XBee configuration parameters has a default value. Each device logs
its measurements and events to an SD card that is placed in the slot of the
Wireless SD Shield.

3.3 Rectifier efficiency

The ERx rectifier can be characterized by a certain efficiency of RF-to-DC
conversion. The efficiency of this conversion depends on the input power
to the rectifier (power received through the ERx antenna). As described in
Subsection 3.2.1, a power harvesting receiver does not have a linear charac-
teristic of input (AC) to output (DC) power. This is the case not only for
the receiver of our choice, but is valid in general if it comes to converting
one type of energy into another (e.g. RF-to-DC or mechanical to electrical).

To gain more insight into the characteristic of efficiency of a rectifier of our
choice (see Figure 3.2) we have preformed an experiment to understand what
factors influence it. The main factor that influences efficiency is the load
that is connected to the rectifier, see Figure 3.6(a). According to the tech-
nical documentation of the P1110 receiver [40, /products/powerharvester-
receivers], the device impedance is internally matched to the 50 Ω antenna.
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However, the documentation does not specify how the internal impedance
changes with the load that is attached to the device. In order to investig-
ate this, we have changed the regular WPT scenario (see Fig. 3.6(a)) with
controlled measurements using a signal generator (see Fig. 3.6(b)). Differ-
ent resistors were attached as a load to the P1110 device and the voltage
across those resistors was measured. Subsequently, the output power was
calculated using formula P = U2

R , with P — output power, U — voltage on
the attached load, and R — resistance of the load.

In our setup, Agilent E4438C vector signal generator was generating the
signal of the same frequency as the power transmitter used in our setup
(Powercast TX91501-3W) - 915 MHz. The voltage level was measured using
a Dynatek 9020a multimeter attached to the load.

The measurement results are presented in Figure 3.7. Figure 3.7(a) depicts
the measurements of the input AC power received through the antenna to
DC power on the load connected to the rectifier, for 4 different loads: 470 Ω,
1 kΩ, 10 kΩ and 22 kΩ. As we can see from this figure, for each load there is
a certain level of input power (marked in the figure), for which the output
becomes saturated - there is no further increase of output power with the
increase of input power.

We define the efficiency of RF-to-DC conversion as PRFtoDC = Pout
Pin

, where
Pout — output power of the rectifier (power delivered to the attached load),
Pin — input power delivered to the antenna connector of the rectifier. Fig-
ure 3.7(b) shows the calculated efficiency in relation to AC input power for
the same four loads as in Figure 3.7(a). These measured and calculated
efficiencies are compared with the efficiency data taken from the Powercast
datasheet. There is a major discrepancy between our measured values and
data provided by the producer of the P1110. The reason could be the fact
that our generated signal was different from the signal of the TX91501-3W
transmitter — we generated a 915 MHz sinusoid, while the TX91501-3W
generates a DSSS modulated signal. Another reason could be the fact that
for each input power level the highest efficiency is for a different load. If
the input power level is low, the efficiency will be high for a high resistance
of the connected load. For high values of input power efficiency becomes
higher for a lower resistance of the load. A thorough investigation of the
reasons of this difference are outside the scope of this work.

The main conclusion of this investigation is the fact that there is a strong
non-linearity of RF-to-DC conversion, that further complicates designing
the optimal WPT network.

3.4 Proposed protocols

As mentioned in Subsection 3.1.2, the goal of WPTN protocols is to optimize
the behavior of the network, namely minimize energy consumption in the
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Figure 3.6: (a) WPT scheme. The transmitter transmits the energy, and
the receiver converts it from radio frequency AC to DC and feeds it into the
load; (b) Measurements of RF-to-DC efficiency.

network while maximizing charging. This is a challenging task due to the fact
there are multiple goals such an optimization needs to meet: limiting the
time transmitters are in charging state while maximizing the time receivers
are receiving energy. If we consider a network of transmitters trying to
charge a group of receivers present in the network, there are a few questions
a protocol needs to answer:

1. What does it mean that ERx is being charged efficiently?

2. Which subset of ETx devices needs to be in charging state so that
given ERx is charged efficiently?

3. How to decide which subset of ETx devices needs to be in charging
state in case there are multiple ERx devices in the network?

We consider two approaches to solving the above problems: beaconing-
based and probing-based protocols. They differ fundamentally in the way
they address above problems, especially problem 2 and 3.

3.4.1 Beaconing-based protocol

Services provided

The beaconing-based protocol provides a functionality of choosing the subset
of ETx devices that will be in charging mode when an ERx requests energy
charging. It provides procedures for initiating and terminating the energy
transfer.

Assumptions regarding environment

The main assumptions regarding the WPTN environment were listed in
Subsection 3.1.2. Those are:
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(a) P1110 output to input power characteristics
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Figure 3.7: Results of P1110 device measurements: (a) output to input
power characteristics for different loads, and (b) RF-to-DC conversion effi-
ciency; refer to Figure 3.6(b) for hardware details.

• The WPTN is deployed in an office environment;

• ERx devices are mobile;

• ETx devices are static.

There are additional assumptions that hold for a beaconing-based pro-
tocol, and which are different from a probing-based protocol described in
the Subsection 3.4.2, namely:

• ETx devices are independent, not connected in the network;

• ERx devices do not have a capability of measuring the power they
harvest;

• ERx devices are capable of reading the RSSI of the control layer pack-
ets;

• ERx devices are in constant need of charging.

All devices use the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol for physical layer and media
access control at the 2.4 GHz frequency, working at 9600 bit/s.

Vocabulary and encoding of messages

Each packet is enclosed in an 802.15.4 frame. On the reception of the packet
it is possible to read the RSSI of this particular packet. The only message
in the beaconing-based protocol is a Charge Request Message (REQCRG ).
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Procedure rules for message exchanges

In this section a detailed explanation of the protocol will follow. First, a
high-level description of the protocol execution is provided. Subsequently,
a more formal description, based on finite state machines (FSMs) is intro-
duced. Next, both the description and the FSM-based definition are com-
bined in the form of pseudocode of the protocol, see Algorithm 1. Finally,
there are two examples of Message Sequence Charts (MSCs) explained —
an optimistic and a pessimistic one.

High-level description The beaconing-based protocol is a simple pro-
tocol for enabling efficient wireless power transfer. This protocol uses the
signal strength of received packets of the communication layer to reason
about the possibility of efficient power charging. From the receiver point
of view, there are two phases of the protocol: the Charging Request Phase
and the Charging Phase. The Charging Request Phase is a phase in which
an ERx requires charging and is not being charged. In this phase the ERx
broadcasts a Charge Request message (REQCRG ) every fixed interval of time -
tERx
Ping (see Table 3.2 on page 44 for the full list of both beaconing and probing

based protocol parameters). If an ETx device receives a REQCRG packet with
a signal strength higher than a threshold tETx

CommTh , it starts charging the
ERx. At this point the protocol is in the so-called Charging Phase. The as-
sumption here is that if the RSSI of the REQCRG received at the ETx is above
tETx
CommTh , then charging can be successfully performed. This is not always

the case and depends largely on the propagation environment and the choice
of tETx

CommTh . The ETx will continue to charge the ERx as long as it receives
REQCRG messages with the RSSI above tETx

CommTh at least every fixed interval
of tETx

CrgReq . If there is no successful REQCRG reception within tETx
CrgReq time, the

ETx will stop charging the given ERx. The important characteristic of the
protocol is the one-to-one relation between ERx and ETx. For each ETx
to continue charging an ERx, the following condition needs to be fulfilled:
the time between subsequent receptions of the REQCRGmessages from the ERx
is smaller than tETx

CrgReqAND the REQCRGmessages are received with an RSSI

above tETx
CommTh .

Finite State Machine based description The exact procedures for
message exchanges are described with the use of finite state machines (FSMs).
Based on those FSMs, pseudo-code is generated, that is subsequently im-
plemented using the C++ programming language (see Chapter 4).

An FSM model is an abstract mathematical model that describes a ma-
chine that can be in a finite number of states. The FSM can be only in one
state at the time and can change states when triggered by a certain event
or condition (state transition). To describe the protocol we use a specific
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type of finite state machine, called Mealy machine. Mealy machines can be
characterized by a 6- tuple (S, S0,Σ,∆, T,G), where:

• S — a set of states in which the FSM can be;

• S0 — an initial state, which is an element from the set S;

• Σ — a set of input symbols (called the input alphabet);

• ∆ — a set of output symbols (called the output alphabet);

• T — a transition function T : SxΣ → S mapping pairs of state and
an input symbol to the next state of a FSM;

• G — an output function G : SxΣ→ ∆ mapping pairs of state and an
input symbol to the output symbol.

For the beaconing-based WPTN protocol two FSMs are defined — ERx
and ETx FSMs.

The ETx FSM is defined as follows:

• S ∈ (SOFF , SON ), where:

– SOFF : The ETx does not transmit power (the ETx is not in
charging state);

– SON : The ETx does transmit power (the ETx is in charging
state);

• S0 = SOFF ;

• Σ ∈ (ETxChrgReq , ETimeoutTxChrgReq ), where:

– ETxChrgReq : A charge request packet (REQCRG ) was received from
an ERx (the identity of the ERx does not matter for the protocol,
any ERx sending a REQCRG will activate the ETx);

– ETimeoutTxChrgReq : Timeout event in case a charge request packet
(REQCRG ) was not received from an ERx for longer than tETx

CrgReq time;

• ∆ ∈ (ATurnOff , ATurnOn ), where:

– ATurnOff : Turning off power transmission;

– ATurnOn : Turning on power transmission;

• Transition function T and output function G are defined in Table 3.3.

The ERx FSM is defined as follows:

• S ∈ (SIDLE ), where:
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Figure 3.8: Finite State Machines of beaconing-based protocols: (a) ETx
FSM, and (b) ERx FSM.

– SIDLE : The ERx broadcasts REQCRG packets periodically (every
tERx
Ping ) looking for the available ETx devices that could deliver

energy to it. In this state the ERx device may receiving energy
(when an appropriate ETx is in SON ).

• S0 = SIDLE ;

• Σ ∈ (ERxChrgReq ), where:

– ERxChrgReq : Event for sending charge request packet (REQCRG ).
This event is being executed every tERx

Ping ;

• ∆ ∈ (ASendChrgReq ), where:

– ASendChrgReq : Action of charge request packet being send;

• Transition function T and output function G are defined in Table 3.4.

Both ERx and ETx FSMs of the beaconing-based protocol are presented
in Figure 3.8. The details of the protocol implementation are provided in
Algorithm 1. The set of parameters describing the implementation is given
in Table 3.2. As a worst case scenario, in the implementation we assume
that ERx is constantly in need of charging.

Algorithm based description Pseudocode of the beaconing-based pro-
tocol can be found in Algorithm 1.

Message Sequence Charts The Message Sequence Chart (MSC) scen-
arios are presented in Figure 3.9. They present an example execution of the
protocol and relate to the different phases of the protocol and message ex-
changes. The scenario considered includes one ERx and three ETx devices.
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Algorithm 1 Beaconing—ETx and ERx events

1: upon ERXCHRGREQ () . ERx event—Note (a)
2: broadcast(REQCRG )

3: upon ETXCHRGREQ (REQCRG ) . ETx event
4: turnOnPowerTransmission()
5: STATE← SON

6: upon ETIMEOUTTXCHRGREQ () . ETx event—Note (b)
7: turnOffPowerTransmission()
8: STATE← SOFF

(a) Executed every tERx
Ping s

(b) Executed in SON if REPPWR was not received for more than tETx
PwrProbe s

The ERx is within communication range of all three ETx devices (all ETx
devices can hear this ERx). Two scenarios are considered - optimistic, in
which all ETxs can charge the given ERx, and pessimistic, where no ETx
can charge the given ERx.

We first consider an optimistic MSC, see Figure 3.9(a). The ERx starts
execution of the protocol in the Charging Request Phase. In this phase
REQCRG is being sent periodically. Each of ETx devices receives this re-
quest with sufficient signal strength (tETx

CommTh ). It means each of those ETx
devices will start charging the given ERx. The protocol enters the Char-
ging Phase, during which ERx is being charged by all three ETxs. During
that phase, ERx continues to periodically announce its presence through
broadcasting REQCRG messages.

The other situation considered is a pessimistic scenario, where no ETx can
charge the ERx, see Figure 3.9(b). The execution of the protocol is exactly
the same as in the optimistic scenario with the difference that there is no
successful power transfer - even though all three ETx devices are charging
ERx, the ERx cannot receive anything, because it is outside of the charging
range of each of those ETx (but still within communication range).

The communication range should be matched with the charging range.
Since in the beaconing-based protocol we do not have any feedback on the
received power from the ERx, the only method to match those ranges is by
modifying tETx

CommTh parameter appropriately. The choice of this parameter
will depend on many factors, such as propagation environment, transmitter
and receiver antennas and the amount of harvested energy, that is considered
useful. Any value will apply only to a specific case of certain network topo-
logy and environment.

Another point to consider is the fact that in the beaconing-based protocol
there is no method to stop the energy transfer if it is not successful. As
long as the ERx is within communication range of ETx devices, those ETx
devices will try to charge the ERx, and thus waste their energy.

Those problems are addressed in the following Subsection 3.4.2, where the
probing-based protocol is introduced.
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Figure 3.9: Example Message Sequence Charts (MSCs) of the beaconing-
based protocol: (a) optimistic scenario, and (b) pessimistic scenario.

3.4.2 Probing-based protocol

The probing-based protocol works in phases. Three characteristic phases of
the protocol are defined: the Charging Request Phase, the Probing Phase
and the Charging Phase. The Charging Request Phase is the phase in which
the ERx device is in the mode of looking for charging and ETx devices are
waiting for the ERx to send a charging request message. On that happening,
the protocol moves to the Probing Phase, where the ETx conducts power
probing in order to find out if the ERx is not harvesting any energy from
other sources at this moment. If the result of probing is positive (the ERx
needs the given ETx to charge it), the ETx starts transmitting energy. If the
energy is received successfully by the ERx (the conditions for the successful
transmission are defined below), the protocol arrives in the Charging Phase,
where the ERx is charged by the ETx device. If the power transmission
is not successful or during the Probing Phase it turns out that the ERx is
already harvesting the energy from other sources, there is no charging and
the protocol arrives again at the Charging Request Phase. In the sections
below details of the protocol are provided.

Services provided

The services provided by the probing-based protocol are the same as provided
by the beaconing protocol (see Section 3.4.1). The protocol aims at meet-
ing those goals in a more efficient manner thanks to the usage of a probing
technique, which provides feedback on the actual power received at the ERx.
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Assumptions regarding environment

Similarly to services provided by the probing protocol, also assumptions we
make regarding the environment and network devices themselves are similar
(see Section 3.4.1). There is one major difference in the probing-based pro-
tocol compared to the beaconing-based protocol regarding the capabilities
of the ERx device.

The assumptions specific to the probing protocol are:

• ETx devices are connected in the network and are able to com-
municate with each other;

• ERx devices have a capability of measuring the power they harvest;

• Increasing the number of ETx devices charging one ERx device does
not bring a benefit;

• ERx devices are capable of reading the RSSI of the control layer packet;

• ERx devices are in constant need of charging.

The first three assumptions are connected with each other. The rationale
behind the third assumption is a consequence of the non-linearity of the
energy conversion (see Section 3.3). It can happen that increasing the re-
ceived power will lower down the efficiency, and eventually even the received
power (even though the power transmitted is higher). In our designs we do
not look for the most optimal scheme of charging (which is proven to be
an NP-complete problem, see [43]). Instead, we decided to use heuristics in
order to design and implement our WPTN.

Vocabulary and encoding of messages

Each packet from/to an ERx/ETx is enclosed in an IEEE 802.15.4 frame,
with the frame header encapsulating the source and the destination address.
In the protocols implementation of WTPN, on the reception of the packet,
we allow to read the received signal strength indicator of this particular
packet. The following packet types used in our WPTN implementation are
introduced:

• REQCRG : packet with charging request, broadcasted every tERx
Ping s in the

Charging Request Phase by the ERx;

• REQPWR : power report packet request sent by an ETx to the ERx used
in the Power Probing Phase;
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• REPPWR : packet containing two values: (i) voltage level on the load of
the ERx—V and (ii) threshold level of the ERx— tERx

VoltageTh
1. REPPWR can

be a response to REQPWR (if in Power Probing Phase) or sent by the ERx
unsolicited (if in Charging Phase).

Procedure rules for message exchanges

Similarly to the description of the beaconing-based protocol, this Section
explains the protocol execution in detail. First, the high-level description of
the protocol execution is provided. Subsequently, more formal description,
based on finite state machines (FSMs) is introduced. Next, both the descrip-
tion and FSM-based definitions are combined in the form of pseudocode of
the protocol, see Algorithm 2 and 3, and finally, there are two scenarios (op-
timistic and pessimistic) discussed, using Message Sequence Charts (MSCs).

High-level description The protocol executes in three phases: Charging
Request Phase, Power Probing Phase and Charging Phase. As in the case
of the beaconing-based protocol, it is assumed that ERx constantly requires
charging.

In the Charging Request Phase the ERx, every tERx
Ping s, broadcasts a

REQCRG . This phase is similar to the beaconing-based protocol and tETx
CommTh is

used in this phase in the same way as in the beaconing-based protocol. At
any time one or more ETx devices can receive the REQCRG and initiate the
Power Probing Phase. During the Power Probing Phase an ETx tries to
find out if the ERx is already being charged by another ETx. After an ETx
received a REQCRG it will wait random time, distributed uniformly with a
maximum tETx

RandWait s (implemented as a simple collision avoidance scheme)
and then send a REQPWR to ERx from which the REQCRG was received.

After the ERx receives a first REQPWR it will ignore all subsequent REQPWR packets
from other ETxs in the current Power Probing Phase. In return the ERx
sends a REPPWR that contains the current level of harvested energy. After the
ERx sends a REPPWR in the Power Probing phase, it will wait a predefined
time of tERx

WaitForPwr s for the power transfer from the ETx after which (if no
power was transferred) it concludes that power transfer from the ETx was
unsuccessful. If the REPPWR received by the ETx contains a power level lower
than a power threshold, tERx

VoltageTh , it means that the ERx is not currently
harvesting energy and requires charging.

Subsequently the ETx tries to charge the ERx and the Charging Phase
starts. If power will not be received, the ERx will go back to the Charging

1The reason for sending V and tERx
VoltageTh from an ERx to the ETxs is due to

ease of experiment result collection—V and debugging—tERx
VoltageTh . An ETx uses the

tERx
VoltageTh extracted from the packet instead of a pre-programmed one, therefore only the

ERx needs to be re-programmed in order to change this parameter of the experiment.
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Request phase. The ERx saves the address of the ETx that was unsuccessful
in the Charging Phase in its internal queue, denoted as QTX .

All the addresses are kept in QTX for tERx
RmvLast s. If the protocol is in the

Power Probing state the ERx ignores all the ETxs with addresses stored in
the QTX . This is done to prevent the ETx that was not successful to initiate
the Power Probing Phase with the given ERx again before the network
conditions change, e.g. the ERx moves to another position. In the Charging
Phase, after the ETx starts charging the ERx, there is a possibility that
the ERx harvests energy that is above tERx

VoltageTh V. If this is the case the
ERx will start sending unsolicited REPPWR to the current ETx (as the ERx
keeps track of the ETx devices that tried to charge it). If the REPPWR packets
are received by the ETx at least every tETx

PwrProbe s, the ETx will continue
charging a given ERx. If the ERx does not receive enough power, it will
not send an REPPWR packet to the ETx within the specified time, which will
result in the stop of power transmission from the ETx to the ERx.

Finite State Machine based description Similarly as for the beaconing-
based WPTN protocol, also for the probing-based protocol two FSMs are
defined — the ERx and the ETx FSMs.

The ETx FSM is defined as follows:

• S ∈ (SOFF , SPROBE , SON ), where:

– SOFF : The ETx does not transmit power;

– SPROBE : The ETx probes the ERx for its received power level
before deciding to transmit power or not (move to SOFF or SON );

– SON : The ETx does transmit power;

• S0 = SOFF ;

• Σ ∈ (ETxChrgReq , EPwrProbeAbove , ETimeoutPwrProbeRsp , EPwrProbeBelow , ETimeoutOnPwrProbe ),
where:

– ETxChrgReq : A charge request packet (REQCRG ) was received from
ERx;

– EPwrProbeAbove : A power probe report packet (REPPWR ) with a voltage
level above tERx

VoltageTh was received by ETx;

– ETimeoutPwrProbeRsp : Timeout event in case power a probe report
(REPPWR ) was not received from ERx within tETx

PwrProbeRsp after send-
ing a power probe request packet (REQPWR );

– EPwrProbeBelow : A power probe report packet (REPPWR ) with a voltage
level below tERx

VoltageTh was received by ETx. It changes the state
of ETx from SOFF to SON ;
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– ETimeoutOnPwrProbe : Timeout event triggered when power a probe
report packet (REPPWR ) was not received from ERx for more than
tETx
PwrProbe . It changes the state of ETx from SON to SOFF ;

• ∆ ∈ (ASendPwrProbeReq , ATurnOff , ATurnOn ), where:

– ASendPwrProbeReq : Action of sending a power probe request (REQPWR )
to the ERx from which the charge request packet (REQCRG ) was
received;

– ATurnOff : Turning off power transmission;

– ATurnOn : Turning on power transmission;

• Transition function T and output function G are defined in Table 3.5.

The ERx FSM is defined as follows:

• S ∈ (SIDLE , SWAIT , SCHRG ), where:

– SIDLE : State in which the ERx is in need of charging and broad-
casts charge request packets (REQCRG ) to the nearby ETxs;

– SWAIT : State in which the ERx has received a power probe re-
quest packet (REQPWR ) from one of the ETxs and responded with
a power level below tERx

VoltageTh . The ERx is then awaiting for
power transmission. If power transmission is successful, the ERx
moves immediately to SCHRG . Successful transmission means that
the voltage on the load R4 connected to the ERx is higher than
tERx
VoltageTh , see Figure 3.5(b) on page 21. If the transmission is not

successful (there is a communication link between the ERx and
the ETx, but no power transmission link), after tERx

WaitForPwr the
ERx moves again to SIDLE ;

– SCHRG : State in which the ERx is being charged. In this state
only power probe report packets (REPPWR ) are being send to the
ETx that is charging the ERx. There is an association made
between those two nodes in the network and they communicate
only with each other (without broadcast packets);

• S0 = SIDLE ;

• Σ ∈ (ERxChrgReq , ENewPwrProbe , EVoltageAbove , ERxPwrPr , ETimeoutWaitForPwr ,
ERmvOldest , EVoltageBelow ), where:

– ERxChrgReq : Event for sending charge request packet (REQCRG ).
This event is being executed every tERx

Ping if the ERx is in SIDLE ;

– ENewPwrProbe : Event of power probe request packet (REQPWR ) being
received from the ETx, which address is not in QTX ;
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– EVoltageAbove : Event of voltage level on the connected load being
above tERx

VoltageTh ;

– ERxPwrPr : Event for sending a power probe report packet (REPPWR ).
This event is being executed every tERx

PwrProbe if the ERx is in
SCHRG ;

– ETimeoutWaitForPwr : Timeout event for the ERx waiting for power in
state SWAIT . It is triggered if a time longer than tERx

WaitForPwr has
passed from entering SWAIT ;

– ERmvOldest : The oldest entry of QTX is being removed. This event
is executed for a given entry after tERx

RmvLast from this entry being
added to the queue;

– EVoltageBelow : Event of voltage level on the connected load being
below tERx

VoltageTh ;

• ∆ ∈ (ASendChrgReq , ASendPwrProbe , ASavePwrProbeAddr , ARemoveOldestAddr ), where:

– ASendChrgReq : Action of a charge request packet (REQCRG ) being
send;

– ASendPwrProbe : Action of a power probe report packet (REPPWR )
being send;

– ASavePwrProbeAddr : Action of saving the address of the ETx that
has sent power probe request packet (REQPWR ) to QTX queue;

– ARemoveOldestAddr : Action of removing the oldest ETx address from
the QTX queue;

• Transition function T and output function G are defined in Table 3.6.

Both ERx and ETx FSMs of the probing-based protocol are presented in
Figure 3.10.

Algorithm based description The pseudocode of the probing-based
protocol was divided in two parts: the ERx part, see Algorithm 2 and the
ETx part, see Algorithm 3.

Message Sequence Charts The Message Sequence Chart (MSC) scen-
arios for the probing-based protocol are presented in Figure 3.11. As in the
case of the beaconing-based protocol analysis (see Section 3.4.1) the scen-
ario considered includes one ERx and three ETx devices. ERx is within
communication range of all three ETx devices (all ETx devices can hear
this ERx) and the same two scenarios are considered - optimistic, in which
all ETxs can charge given ERx, and pessimistic, where no ETx can charge
given ERx.
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Figure 3.10: Finite State Machines of the probing-based protocol: (a) ETx
FSM, and (b) ERx FSM. When the ERx is in SIDLE , the ETx is in state
SOFF (the Charging Request phase); when the ERx is in SWAIT , the ETx is
in state SPROBE (the Power Probing phase); and finally when the ERx is in
SCHRG , it means the ETx is in state SON (the Charging phase).

We first consider an optimistic MSC, see Figure 3.11(a). ERx starts the
execution of the protocol in the Charging Request Phase. In this phase
REQCRG is being sent periodically. Each of ETx devices receives this request
with sufficient signal strength (tETx

CommTh ). On the reception of REQCRG each
of ETx devices sends REQPWR to the ERx. ERx accepts the REQPWR packet that
it received first and associates itself with this ETx (ETx1 in Figure 3.11(a)).
REQPWR packets from other ETxs in communication range from ERx are ig-
nored by ERx. At this moment the protocol is in the Power Probing Phase.
ERx sends REPPWR packet back to the ETx with which it is associated. This
happens to ensure ERx is not receiving energy from other sources (such as
background radiation, other ERxs in the network or another energy source,
such as battery). Based on the received REPPWR , ETx decides if it will charge
ERx or not. In case of our scenario ETx decides to charge ERx, because ERx
was not being charged at the time of the Power Probing Phase (a voltage
level on the load attached to the ERx, reported in REPPWR was below the
tERx
VoltageTh value). When ETx starts charging ERx, and ERx successfully re-

ceives transmitted energy, it manifests it by transmitting unsolicited REPPWR .
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Algorithm 2 Probing—ERx events

1: upon ERXCHRGREQ () . Note (a)
2: broadcast(REQCRG )

3: upon ENEWPWRPROBE (REQPWR , ETx i) . Note (b)
4: if STATE = SIDLE then
5: QTX←Enqueue(ETx i address)
6: send(REPPWR , ETx i)
7: STATE← SWAIT

8: upon EVOLTAGEABOVE (ETx i) . Note (c)
9: send(REPPWR , ETx i)

10: STATE← SCHRG

11: upon ERXPWRPR () . Note (d)
12: send(REPPWR , ETx i=QTX (first))

13: upon ETIMEOUTWAITFORPWR () . Note (e)
14: STATE← SIDLE

15: upon ERMVOLDEST () . Note (f)
16: QTX←Dequeue(QTX (last))

17: upon EVOLTAGEBELOW () . Note (g)
18: STATE← SIDLE

(a) Every tERx
Ping s if ERx is in SIDLE

(b) When REQPWR received from ETx i and ETx i address /∈ QTX
(c) When ERx in SWAIT receives power and load voltage exceeds tERx

VoltageTh V
(d) Every tERx

PwrProbe s if ERx is in SCHRG
(e) When ERx in SWAIT and no power from ETx for more than tERx

WaitForPwr s
(f) When oldest address in QTX has been stored longer than tERx

RmvLast s
(g) When in SCHRG and attached load voltage drops below tERx

VoltageTh V

Currently, the protocol is already in the Charging Phase. REPPWR packets are
transmitted periodically as long as there is energy received by ERx.

In the second scenario considered (see Figure 3.11(b)), the execution of
the protocol is very similar to the optimistic scenario. The difference starts
when the energy transmission from the first ETx to ERx is not successful
(in the Power Probing Phase). Since ERx never received the energy transfer
it was waiting for, it did not send an unsolicited REPPWR packet to ETx,
but moved back to the Charging Request Phase instead. If ETx does not
receive unsolicited REPPWR within tETx

turnOff , it will stop transmitting energy. In
the new Charging Request Phase previous, unsuccessful ETx is excluded (it
is excluded by ERx for tERx

RmvLast ). In this phase, even though the REQCRG is
broadcasted, the response from the previous ETx (ETx1) will always be
ignored, thus this exchange is not displayed in Figure 3.11(b). Out of all
remaining ETx devices the one will associate with the ERx, from which the
ERx will hear the REQPWR first, and from then the exchange proceeds further
in the same way as in the optimistic scenario.

The reason for the exclusion of an unsuccessful ETx for a certain period
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Algorithm 3 Probing—ETx events

1: upon ETXCHRGREQ (REQCRG , ERx i) . Note (a)
2: if STATE = SOFF then
3: waitRandom(tETx

RandWait ) . Uniform distribution
4: send(REQPWR , i)
5: STATE← SPROBE

6: upon EPWRPROBEABOVE (REPPWR , ERx i, V ) . Note (b)
7: if STATE = SPROBE then
8: STATE← SOFF

9: upon EPWRPROBEBELOW (REPPWR , ERx i, V ) . Note (c)
10: if STATE = SPROBE then
11: turnOnPowerTransmission()
12: STATE← SON

13: upon ETIMEOUTPWRPROBERSP () . Note (d)
14: STATE← SOFF

15: upon ETIMEOUTONPWRPROBE () . Note (e)
16: turnOffPowerTransmission()
17: STATE← SOFF

(a) When REQCRG received from ERx i
(b) When REPPWR received from ERx i with V ≥ tERx

VoltageTh
(c) When REPPWR received from ERx i with V < tERx

VoltageTh
(d) When in SPROBE after sending REQPWR the REPPWR from the ERx not received for more

than tETx
PwrProbeRsp s

(e) When in SON and no REPPWR from the ERx has been received for more than tETx
PwrProbe s

of time is the need to avoid the resource starvation problem (see [44, Sec-
tion 6.7.4, p. 459]). This is a well known problem in dynamic, concurrent
systems, such as our WPTN. In case of scenario from Figure 3.11(b), if no
exclusion mechanism would be in place, it could happen that every time
after a Charging Request Phase the ERx associates itself with ETx1 (which
cannot transmit energy successfully). This could happen if ETx1 has a faster
processor than other ETx devices or in case of unfavorable race conditions
between ETx devices (which are not synchronized with each other). The
reason ETx is excluded for a finite time are the changing propagation con-
ditions in the network, such as the mobility of an ERx device. Propagation
conditions could enable earlier excluded device to charge the ERx success-
fully at some future point in time.

In case of probing-based protocols one can notice that the communication
range does not have to be so precisely matched with the power transmission
range. In case energy transfer is not possible, the protocol will back off and
start a similar procedure with other ETx devices. If any of ETx devices
is within communication and energy transfer range, it will eventually start
charging the ERx.

The probing-based protocol generally assumes that one ETx charges one
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1. REQCRG

2. REQPWR

2. ignored REQPWR3. REPPWR

4. charging

5. REPPWR (unsolicited)

Charging Request 
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Power Probing 
Phase

Charging 
Phase

(a) Optimistic scenario

ERx ETx1 ETx2 ETx3

1. REQCRG

2. REQPWR

2. ignored REQPWR3. REPPWR

4. charging

Charging Request 
Phase

Power Probing 
Phase

Charging 
Phase

5. energy transfer not succesfull

1. REQCRG

Charging Request 
Phase

(b) Pessimistic scenario

Figure 3.11: Example Message Sequence Charts (MSCs) of probing-based
protocol: (a) optimistic scenario, and (b) pessimistic scenario.

ERx. That was the design thought. It could however happen that in the
charging range of an ETx device that is transmitting energy to a specific ERx
(ERx1) device, another ERx (ERx2) appears. ERx2 will start its protocol
execution in the Charging Request Phase. However, the transmitted energy
will be received through the ERx antenna and delivered to the load. In this
situation any attempt to associate ERx2 with another ETx will fail, because
during Power Probing Phase ERx2 will report that it is harvesting energy
(although officially it is not in the Charging Request Phase). It is thus
possible in the protocol to receive energy from a transmitter without being
associated with it. This is the heuristic solution that, together with the
proper design of the locations of ETx devices, should minimize the energy
consumed by ETx devices while maximizing charging at the ERx devices.

3.5 Mathematical analysis

In this section we answer the question how long does it take from an ERx
appearing in the network to the ERx receiving energy. The reason we in-
vestigate this parameter is the fact that beaconing-based and probing-based
protocols are fundamentally different during this initialization phase, where
charging did not start yet. We do basic analysis for the beaconing-based
protocol and extended, Markov chain analysis for the probing-based pro-
tocol.
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3.5.1 Description of the scenario

In the analysis scenario we consider one ERx and N ETx devices. Out of
those N ETx devices, the ERx is in charging range of K of those devices
(0 ≤ K ≤ N). It means that only K out of N devices can charge the ERx.
Also, we assume a static situation - the ERx does not move, thus N and
K do not change and we consider only the expected time to start charging
the ERx for a given N and K. The specific values of N and K depend on
the design and topology of the network, that were not considered in this
thesis. We also assume ERx is not being charged by any external sources
and it requires charging. This is an important assumption for a probing-
based protocol, because it means the protocol will always change its state
from the Power Probing Phase to the Charging Phase (and will stay in the
Charging Phase as long as charging is successful).

3.5.2 Time analysis of protocol phases

The time analysis of the protocol is being done based on the phases of the
protocols and the MSC diagrams in Figures 3.9 and 3.11. Our goal in the
following analysis is to analyze the duration of the phases of both beaconing-
based and probing-based protocols and derive formulas for expected time to
charge an ERx device in the network. In order to do that, we need to define
certain time intervals of events happening in the protocol. Let us assume
certain time variables, that enable us to model the delays in the system:

• TchargeRequest — a random delay connected with the tERx
Ping parameter,

symbolizing the time from the random appearance of ERx in the net-
work to the moment when it sends the first REQCRG packet; it is a ran-
dom time distributed uniformly: U (0,tERx

Ping );

• Tpckt — the latency of sending a packet in the network, because of
the fact all packets in our implementation have similar size, we do not
differentiate between latencies of different types of packets; more de-
tailed analysis could include this type of differences too; it is expected
for this delay of be of the order of milliseconds;

• Tproc — the processing delay that happens between reception of a
packet and response to it; it is expected for this delay of be of the
order of milliseconds;

• Tpower — a random variable symbolizing the time it takes from a de-
cision of an ETx device to turn on power transmission to an ERx device
efficiently harvesting power; this value is affected by the instruction ex-
ecution timing of an Arduino, switching time of the transistor T1 (see
Figure 3.5(a)), internal workings of Powercast TX91501-3W device,
propagation delay, characteristic of Powercast P1110 energy harvester
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and input delay of ERx Arduino; it is expected for this delay to be of
the order of milliseconds or lower.

Using above random variables it is possible to model the behavior of an
ERx—ETx pair of devices. For each protocol we have an optimistic and
pessimistic scenario. The optimistic scenario depicts a situation when ex-
change of communication between ERx and ETx results in successful energy
transfer. The pessimistic scenario is the one in which such an exchange of
communication results in unsuccessful energy transfer. Important difference
between the beaconing-based and the probing-based protocol is the fact that
the probing-based protocol has a chance to recover from the pessimistic
scenario, see Figure 3.11(b), while the beaconing-based scenario will stay
in that scenario indefinitely, see Figure 3.9(b). For both protocols we can
consider two different times: Topt — optimistic time it takes from an ERx
appearing in the network to receiving energy for optimistic scenario; and
Tpes — the pessimistic time it takes from an ERx appearing in the network
to unsuccessful attempt of energy transmission (and potential recovery in
case of probing-based protocol).

Those delays are presented below:

Beaconing-based protocol

• TB
opt = TchargeRequest + Tpckt + Tproc + Tpower

• TB
pes = TchargeRequest + Tpckt + Tproc + Tpower

Probing-based protocol

• TP
opt = TchargeRequest + 3(Tpckt + Tproc) + Tpower

• TP
pes = TchargeRequest + 3(Tpckt + Tproc)+t

ERx
WaitForPwr

In further analysis we assume that Tpckt, Tproc and Tpower are negligible
compared to TchargeRequest and tERx

WaitForPwr . Moreover, for beaconing-based
protocol we have only one round - as soon as ERx is within communication
range, ETx devices will attempt to charge the device. Thus introducing Tpes
for beaconing-based protocol is not practical. The new equations become:

Beaconing-based protocol

• TB
opt = TchargeRequest = U (0, tERx

Ping)

Probing-based protocol

• TP
opt = TchargeRequest = U (0, tERx

Ping)

• TP
pes = TchargeRequest+t

ERx
WaitForPwr = U (0, tERx

Ping) + tERx
WaitForPwr
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In the analysis of the time taken to start charging we consider the mean
values of TB

opt, T
P
opt and TP

pes — TB
opt, T

P
opt and TP

pes respectively.

In further analysis we use a notion of rounds. One round of the protocol is
one exchange of messages between ERx and ETxs. In the beaconing-based
protocol one round constitutes of the ERx broadcasting REQCRG and the ETxs
responding with power transfer. The duration of that round is denoted as
TB

opt. In the probing-based protocol one round consists of an ERx broadcast-
ing a REQCRG , one of ETxs responding with REQPWR , ERx responding with
REPPWR and finally ETx transmitting power to ERx. We define this round
to be optimistic if the power is received by ERx and pessimistic when ERx
does not receive power transmitted by ETx in that round. The duration of
an optimistic round in the probing protocol is denoted as TP

opt; the duration

of a pessimistic round as TP
pes. Note that we do not consider pessimistic

rounds in the beaconing-based protocol. The reason for that is that in the
beaconing-based protocol there is always one round, regardless of the fact
if the ERx received power or not, since there is no mechanism to provide
feedback on the power received.

3.5.3 Time to start charging

Beaconing-based protocol

For the beaconing-based protocol the analysis is simple. There is only one
round of charging, after which all ETx devices that are within communication
range of the ERx will be turned on. If an ERx randomly appears in the net-
work, the time to charge will be a random variable: TB

start = Topt. We define
two different cumulative distribution functions (CDF): the first one in order
to compare the beaconing-based protocol with the probing-based protocol
— F

T
B
start

(t) — and the second one in order to compare the beaconing-based

protocol behavior with the measurements — FTB
start

(t). FTB
start

(t) is defined

under the assumption that TB
start = U (0, tERx

Ping):

FTB
start

(t) =
t

tERx
WaitForPwr

for t ∈ [0, tERx
WaitForPwr] (3.1)

This matches the real world experiment, where the ERx appears randomly
in the network with this distribution. However, in order to compare the
CDF of the beaconing-based protocol with the CDF of the probing-based
protocol, we want to show the effect of how many rounds the protocol takes
to initialize. In such a case, the random distribution of TB

start is not so

important, thus we simplify the equations using the average value of T
B
start:

F
T

B
start

(t) =

{
0 if t ≤ TB

opt

1 if t > TB
opt

= H(t− TB
opt) (3.2)
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where H(x) is the Heaviside step function.

Probing-based protocol

The probing based protocol works in rounds. A successful round starts with
the Charging Request Phase, continues to the Power Probing Phase and ends
in the Charging Phase, in which the protocol stays, successfully charging the
ERx. However, if the charging is not successful, the protocol goes back to the
Charging Request phase. In the new Charging Request phase the previous
ETx, that unsuccessfully attempted to charge ERx, is excluded from the
network. Therefore, for the first round, we have N transmitters and K
transmitters that could charge the ERx. If we choose one of the N−K ETx
devices that could not charge the ERx, we exclude it in the next round,
which starts with N − 1 transmitters and K transmitters that could charge
the ERx. The process is repeated until a correct ETx is chosen (the choice
is being made on a first-come, first-served basis). We can use a Markov
chain to describe this random process. This Markov chain is defined using
equations (3.3) and (3.4). Equation (3.5) shows cumulative distribution
function (CDF) of time to charging for the probing-based protocol.

The probability that successful charging happens in the first round equals
P (X ′1) = K

N . Since eventually we are interested in the number of unsuc-
cessful rounds, we look closer into the probabilities of unsuccessful charging.
This probability for the first round equals P (X1) = N−K

N . Subsequently,
the probability that charging will be unsuccessful for two rounds is equal to
P (X2) = N−K

N
N−1−K
N−1 . The second component in this equation is changed

from N to N − 1, because in the second round one unsuccessful ETx is
eliminated and we start with a network of N − 1 ETx devices within com-
munication range and K devices within charging range. To generalize this
result, the probability that for i rounds ERx will not be successfully charged
is

P (Xi) =
N −K
N

N − 1−K
N − 1

...
N − (i− 1)−K
N − (i− 1)

=

i−1∏
j=0

N − j −K
N − j

(3.3)

Finally, we can consider a probability of successful charging in round i,
which is equal to P (X ′i) = P (Xi−1) ∗ K

N−(i−1) . The full equation is

P (X ′i) =
K

N − (i− 1)

i−2∏
j=0

N − j −K
N − j

, i ∈ [1, N −K + 1] (3.4)

and the CDF of the time to start charging is
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FTP
start

(t) =


0 if t ≤ 0

∑⌊
t−TP

opt

TP
pes

−1

⌋
i=1 P (X ′i) if 0 ≤ t < (N −K)TP

pes + TP
opt

1 if t ≥ (N −K)TP
pes + TP

opt

(3.5)
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Table 3.2: Protocol parameter values used in the WPTN experiment imple-
mentation

Symbol Typea Description Set value

tETx
CrgReq B In SON —feedback timer within

which unsolicited REQCRG packets
from ERx need to be received

8 s

tETx
CommTh B P Received signal strength value be-

low which a packet from ERx is ig-
nored when receivedb

–70 dBm

tERx
Ping B P Time between two consecutive

REQCRG packets being broadcasted
by ERx (if in SIDLE)

4 s

tETx
PwrProbeRsp P Time an ETx waits for REPPWR after

sending REQPWR

4 s

tERx
RmvLast P Time for which each ETx address is

stored in the QTX queue
30 s

tETx
turnOff P In SON —waiting time for the first

(unsolicited) REPPWR (sent by ERx on
transition from SWAIT to SCHRG)

2 s

tETx
PwrProbe P In SON —feedback timer within

which unsolicited REPPWR packets
from ERx need to be received

8 s

tERx
PwrProbe P In SCHRG —time interval between

two REPPWR packets sent by an ERx
to the ETx currently charging that
ERx

4 s

tETx
RandWait P The maximum time ETx waits be-

fore sending REQPWR after receiving
REQCRG from ERxc

0.5 s

tERx
WaitForPwr P The maximum time ERx will wait

for power from ETx while being in
state SWAIT

4 s

tERx
VoltageTh P Voltage threshold for a load being

attached to the microcontrollerd
0.5 V

a Protocol type: B—Beaconing, P—probing
b Parameter used to simulate different levels of communication layer

power transmission/coverage
c Timer used to avoid collisions at ERx when multiple ETx hear the

same REQCRG and send REQPWR immediately
d If the voltage level is above this threshold the power level is considered

to be sufficient to initiate charging
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State: SOFF SON

Input: T G T G

ETxChrgReq SON ATurnOn — —
ETimeoutTxChrgReq — — SOFF ATurnOff

Table 3.3: ETx FSM — beaconing-based protocol

Input: SIDLE

State: T G

ERxChrgReq SIDLE ASendChrgReq

Table 3.4: ERx FSM — beaconing-based protocol

State: SOFF SPROBE SON

Input: T G T G T G

ETxChrgReq SPROBE ASendPwrProbeReq — — — —
EPwrProbeAbove — — SOFF ATurnOff — —

ETimeoutPwrProbeRsp — — SOFF ATurnOff — —
EPwrProbeBelow — — SON ATurnOn — —

ETimeoutOnPwrProbe — — — — SOFF ATurnOff

Table 3.5: ETx FSM — probing-based protocol

State: SIDLE SWAIT SCHRG

Input: T G T G T G

ERxChrgReq — ASendChrgReq — — — —
ENewPwrProbe SWAIT ASavePwrProbeAddr , ASendPwrProbe — — — —
EVoltageAbove — — SCHRG ASendPwrProbe — —

ERxPwrPr — — — — — ASendPwrProbe

ETimeoutWaitForPwr — — SIDLE — — —
ERmvOldest — ARemoveOldestAddr — ARemoveOldestAddr — —

EVoltageBelow — — — — SIDLE —

Table 3.6: ERx FSM — probing-based protocol
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Chapter 4

Implementation

4.1 System design

The WPTN protocol was implemented using a layered design. This type of
design is commonly used in telecommunication systems to implement pro-
tocol stacks. The system design is presented in Figure 4.1(a). The software
design follows the hardware design described in Section 3.2. The bottom
layer is the IEEE 802.15.4 standard we use for communication. Above this
physical and media access control (MAC) layer our custom Protocol Re-
ceiver layer is created. This layer is responsible for sending and receiving
messages from the lower 802.15.4 layer. It translates 802.15.4 protocol data
units (PDUs) to custom Powercast Receiver PDUs that are being trans-
ferred to the upper layers (and vice versa). The reason for this layer is to
abstract the physical layer from the implementation of the specific WPTN
protocol. In our design if the physical layer is changed, only the Powercast
Receiver layer needs to be adopted to facilitate translation of Powercast Re-
ceiver PDUs to the new type of MAC layer PDUs. The alternative forms
of physical layer could be, for example, IEEE 802.15.1, IEEE 802.11 or cus-
tom built solutions. Alternatively, the physical layer could be abstracted
away to a simulation environment. The architecture of the system enables
easy integration of the software stack with simulation tools such as NS-3,
OPNET and OmNET++.

The higher layer is a Powercast Layer. This layer is in fact an abstract
layer that is being executed by the Powercast Receiver layer. This is the
layer where protocols running in the WPTN are being implemented. There
are two protocols running in the network - the WPTN control protocol and
the time synchronization protocol. The time synchronization protocol is
placed there only to enable measurement synchronization in the network.
It is required for processing the results in Chapter 5. The WPTN control
protocol (Powercast Rx Control Layer and Powercast Tx Control Layer on
Figure 4.1(a)) are implementations of the WPTN control protocol. We have
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802.15.4
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Powercast Rx Control 
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Powercast Rx Time 

Synch Layer

802.15.4

Powercast Receiver
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Powercast Tx Time 
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(a) System design

XBee

void send()
void readPacket()

PowercastReceiver

boolean tryReceivePacket()
ProtocolPacket* obtainPacket()

XBee* xbee;

void sendPacketToAddress()

PowercastLayer

void processPacket() = 0 
void doTimerActions() = 0

PowercastReceiver* parentLayer

void processState() = 0
PowercastRxControlLayer

void processPacket()
void doTimerActions()

PowercastReceiver* parentLayer

void processState()

void executeProtocol()

(event methods)
(action methods)

PowercastTxControlLayer

void processPacket()
void doTimerActions()

PowercastReceiver* parentLayer

void processState()
(event methods)
(action methods)

PowercastRxMeasurementLayer

void processPacket()
void doTimerActions()

PowercastReceiver* parentLayer

void processState()
(event methods)
(action methods)

PowercastTxMeasurementLayer

void processPacket()
void doTimerActions()

PowercastReceiver* parentLayer

void processState()
(event methods)
(action methods)

ProtocolPacket

byte protocolType
byte packetType
byte packetData[]
int packetDataLength

(b) Software architecture

Figure 4.1: Implementation of WPTN system: (a) system design, and (b)
software architecture.

tested two implementations: the beaconing-based implementation and the
probing-based implementation.

4.2 Implementation

4.2.1 Software architecture

The software architecture is presented in the UML diagram in Figure 4.1(b).
It reflects the system design principles described in Section 4.1. The main
three classes are the XBee class, the Powercast Receiver class and the Power-
castLayer class. They reflect the 802.15.4 layer, Powercast Receiver layer
and the Powercast Layer from Figure 4.1(a), respectively.

The XBee class contains two functions that are important from this pro-
ject point of view: send ( ) and readPacket ( ) , responsible for sending
and receiving packets from the physical medium.

The main object that runs the WPTN device is the PowercastRece iver
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class object. It contains the XBee class object pointer, which is being called
to receive and to send packets. This is the main object that is being in-
stantiated in the main loop of the microcontroller of a WPTN device. Its
function executeProtoco l ( ) is being executed continuously in the main
loop of the microcontroller. This function will try to receive a packet from
the XBee object using the tryRece ivePacket ( ) function. If a packet is
available (tryRece ivePacket ( ) returns true), the available packet will
be converted to the Protoco lPacket object using the obtainPacket ( )
function and passed to the higher layers of the protocol (control or meas-
urement layer, depending on the protocolType field that is part of every
message). In order to achieve that, the executeProtoco l ( ) function
triggers the processPacket ( ) functions of both the measurement and
control layer. Subsequently, the doTimeActions ( ) functions of both the
measurement and control layer are triggered (the Protoco lLayer func-
tions are explained below). You can see the details of the implementation
of this function in Listing A.1.

The PowercastLayer is an abstract layer that defines three abstract
methods that need to be implemented in child classes: processPacket ( ) ,
doTimerActions ( ) and pro c e s s S ta t e ( ) . The goal of the processPacket
( ) function is to generate events associated with a packet that was being
passed from the PowercastRece iver layer and then trigger the p ro c e s sS ta t e
( ) function. The p r oc e s sS t a t e ( ) function is a direct implementation of
the finite state machines of the beaconing-based or probing-based protocol
(see Figure 3.8 and 3.10 respectively). doTimeActions ( ) is respons-
ible for generating events that happen with a fixed time interval, regard-
less of received packets. An example of such an event can be an event
for sending a REQCRG packet every tERx

Ping if ERx is in SIDLE (see Section 3.4.2).
The p roc e s s S ta t e ( ) function invokes actions associated with the current
state and current event.

Each child classes of the PowercastLayer class implements those three
functions and implements the event methods and action methods (see ex-
ample Listing A.2).

4.2.2 Implementation of control protocol

A control protocol in our WPTN system is a protocol that enables wire-
less power charging. The beaconing-based and probing-based protocols de-
scribed in Chapter 3 are examples of WPTN control protocols, in contrast
to the measurement protocol described in Section 4.2.3, that is designed to
enable measurements of the control protocol. We have implemented two con-
trol protocols: beaconing-based and probing-based, which will be described
below.
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Implementation of beaconing-based protocol

The implementation of the beaconing-based protocol follows directly the
FSMs described in Tables 3.3 and 3.4. The characteristics of the events in
both ETx and ERx devices do not require any additional data structures
(unlike the probing-based protocol, which requires the implementation of an
extra queue).

Implementation of probing-based protocol

The implementation of the probing-based protocol follows the FSMs de-
scribed in Tables 3.5 and 3.6. Compared with the beaconing-based protocol,
in the probing-based protocol ERx devices have a capability to measure and
report the harvested power to the ETx. Thus, apart from a REQCRG message,
which is present in both beaconing-based and probing-based protocols, ad-
ditionally REQPWR and REPPWR messages are implemented. Those messages en-
able the ETx to send a request to the ERx to which the response contains
the value of the currently harvested energy. This facilitates creation of
the harvested energy based feedback mechanism that is at the core of the
probing-based protocol.

Yet another additional complexity of the probing-based protocol is associ-
ated with the fact that events defined in the probing-based protocol require
memory of certain events in the system, namely addresses of ETx devices
that were failing to associate themselves with the given ERx. Those ad-
dresses are being stored in the QTX queue for tERx

RmvLast before removing it
from the queue through the ERmvOldest event. The capabilities of the QTX are
to store addresses of ETx devices for a fixed time (ERmvOldest ) and check if a
given ETx address is in the queue. In the current implementation we needed
to limit the size of this queue (due to limited memory available at Arduino
platform). It means that an ERx can keep track only of a limited number
of ETx devices that were trying to charge this ERx. For our experiment
we have chosen the size of four to be the maximum size of the queue. The
reason for this choice is the fact that in our experiments we were not using
more than four ETx devices.

From the implementation point of view, QTX uses one array of unsigned
16-bit integers - txAdressesQueue - to store addresses of ETx devices
(that are 16-bit integers themselves). There is another array that stores
timestamps corresponding to the time of removal of ETx device address
from the QTX - timestampsForRemovalQueue. Addresses are saved in
an unsigned long queue with a timestamp value after which they should be
removed from the queue (function saveAddressToQueue).

The implementation of this queue is presented in Listing A.4.
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4.2.3 Implementation of measurement protocol

In order to make meaning out of measurements of the network, we need to
have a method of aligning measurements made on different devices in the
time domain. Our system can be seen as an asynchronous system. We have a
number of ERx devices and a number of ETx devices that communicate with
each other to achieve a certain goal, i.e. efficient wireless power charging.
Regardless of the hardware platform used, in a setting with multiple devices
the clocks of those devices will differ (even when initially they would be set
to the same value, which is not possible to achieve in our platform, where
we start devices manually).

Even though clock skew does not affect the performance of the WPTN
control protocol, it makes it difficult to make sense of measurements done
on different devices. The type of measurements made in our WPTN sys-
tem are time-based measurements. It means what we will want to make a
measurement of time-domain signals at a number of devices (e.g. harvested
energy in ERx devices and consumed energy at ETx devices). In order to
make meaning out of those measurements, we need to align them in the time
domain. For that we need time synchronization between devices.

To enable that, we have implemented a simple time synchronization pro-
tocol. The idea of the time-synchronization protocol is simple:

• ERx is a clock source;

• other devices in the network receive clock values from ERx.

As an implementation, a simple FSM has been defined. The behavior of
the ERx FSM is to periodically broadcast clock update messages; the beha-
vior of the ETx FSM is to update its clock on the reception of a clock update
message from the ERx. The problem of accuracy of time synchronization is
described further in Section 4.3.

The reason of implementing a separate clock-synchronization protocol is
the principle of separation of concerns. An alternative could be using the
beaconing-based or probing-based protocol itself to synchronize the ETx
devices with the ERx device. Such a design would, however, result in differ-
ent synchronization quality for different parameters of the WPTN control
protocol. Implementing clock-synchronization as an independent module
minimizes the effect the WPTN control protocol has on it and allows for
independent control of the time synchronization according to the needs of
the experiment.

4.3 Accuracy of time synchronization

As described above, we need to have a method of aligning measurements
made on different devices in the time domain. The main parameter of the
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Figure 4.2: Time drift for multiple Arduino devices (Arduino 1 and Arduino
2) for no synchronization, 30 s synchronization interval, and 2 s synchroniz-
ation interval.

time synchronization protocol is tsynch— variable saying how often do we
perform time synchronization. Figure 4.2 shows the results of time drift
measurements we performed to prove time synchronization is needed and to
choose the right tsynchvalue.

The measurement set up is the following: we used one ETx device and one
ERx device for the measurement. We configure beaconing-based protocol
with tERx

Ping of 1 s. The value of tERx
Ping is chosen so that it is more frequent than

the most frequent timer in the beaconing-based or probing-based protocol.
Timestamps of sending a REQCRG message are logged both on the ERx and
ETx side. The measurement duration is 300 s. The measurements were done
for three values of tsynch: 2 s, 30 s and >300 s. The value >300 s is marked
on Figure 4.2 as No synch. The exact value of tsynchin that case is not im-
portant, since from an experiment point of view the effect is equal to this
value being set to infinity — the clocks at ERx and ETx are synchronized
only once at the beginning of the experiment. In other cases the time syn-
chronization is performed every 30 s and 2 s, respectively. The measurement
was done for two different ETx devices (marked Arduino 1 and Arduino
2 ). The purpose of that is to show that different ETxs, even if equipped
with the same hardware, will have different characteristics of time drift.
That depends on the precision of the oscillators that are being used by the
microcontroller.

The time synchronization is performed in the following manner: the ERx
broadcasts its current timestamp. On reception of this broadcast message
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each ETx device1 takes this timestamp as his own. After the experiment
timestamps registered from the ERx are subtracted from the ETx. The
result is a value that is the sum of Tpckt, Tproc and the actual time drift
(see Section 3.5). Calculated in such a way the time drift is therefore the
difference between the time of the reception of a REQCRG at th4 ETx and the
time of the ERx broadcasting it. It is not possible to eliminate Tpckt and
Tproc from the measurement in a simple way. All the measurements were
made under the assumption that the values of Tpckt and Tproc are negligible
compared with other events in the network (order of microseconds for those
values and order of seconds for other events in the WPTN).

The results of the measurements show the result of time drift for two
different ETx devices and no synchronization. It can be noticed that the
time drift of one of the ETx devices is positive and increasing, while the other
one is negative and decreasing. A positive time drift means that the ETx is
faster than the ERx. A negative time drift means the opposite. In case of
no synchronization the measurement starts with time drift close to zero. As
the experiment progresses, the time drift increases in a linear fashion. For
the time synchronization of 30 s we can see that approximately every 30 s the
time drift returns to its correct, close to zero value. These are the moments
where time synchronization between ERx and ETx happens. During the
30 s time when no time synchronization happens the effect of time drift is
still noticeable (characteristic saw-like plot). The last measurement is made
for time synchronization done every 2 s. For this interval the time drift is
constant and close to zero. The reason for that is that 2 s is too short to
notice the effect of time drift between clocks on different microcontrollers.

Throughout every measurement made we can see certain spikes in time
drift of values of approximately 10-20 ms. The reason for that is connected
with all the measurements being logged and saved to the SD card. During
every run of the loop there is usually one measurement or event logged.
Sometimes it may happen though that during one run there is one measure-
ment and one event to save to SD card. There is also certain cache between
SD card and writing it using Arduino API. When this cache is written to
the SD card, the run of the loop takes slightly longer. That is the reason
for single spikes happening over the measurement,

An important conclusion to this analysis is the importance of time syn-
chronization. If there is no time synchronization implemented, time drift
is linearly increasing or decreasing. If we introduce periodical time syn-
chronization, we make sure that time drift will arrive at this value every
tsynch. The key is to choose a value of tsynchso that the effect of time drift is
not noticeable in further experiments. For further experiments tsynch= 2 s
was chosen. The reason for that is the fact that all the time intervals for

1Note that in described measurement only one ETx at the time took part in the
experiment.
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which we tested beaconing-based and probing-based protocols (namely tERx
Ping ,

tERx
PwrProbe , tETx

CrgReq , tETx
PwrProbe and tERx

WaitForPwr ) are larger than tsynchvalue.
This way we ensure that every time any of the control protocol events hap-
pen, the time is correctly synchronized (time synchronization happens more
often than the most frequent events in the WPTN system).
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Chapter 5

Simulation and
measurements

5.1 Measurement scenario

Several ETxs and one ERx emulator were placed on a cardboard boxes 50 cm
tall—allowing for equal positioning in the vertical plane. Four ETxs (ETx1,
ETx2, ETx3 and ETx4) were placed at the edges of a 1.5 m× 3.5 m rect-
angular plane. The angles of the front of the antennas were regulated and
initially aligned with the diagonals of the measurement plane, with their
center axis unchanged during the entire experiment. Conversely, the ERx
emulator was allowed to be placed in ten different positions separated in
vertical and horizontal axes by 1 m and 0.5 m, respectively. The front of
the ERx emulator panel antenna was always parallel to one of the axes. A
schematic representation of the ETxs and ERx emulator positions is presen-
ted in Fig. 5.1. The measurement setup has been built inside the master
student office of the TU Delft Embedded Systems Lab, see Fig. 5.2, with
minimal movement of humans during the experiment.

Within this setup, the experiment simulated the random appearance and
disappearance of the ERx in a controlled and repeatable fashion. The exper-
iment was started by placing the ERx emulator at position ‘1’, see Fig. 5.1,
and initializing a measurement manually. The experiment was initialized
by turning on or pressing the reset button of each device in the network,
in the following order1: ETx1, ETx2, ETx3, ETx4, ERx. From that mo-
ment the ERx emulator advertises itself to the WPTN and starts collecting
measurements. The ERx emulator is placed at this position for a random
time chosen uniformly between 40 s and 44 s. This behavior is introduced to
simulate random appearances and arrivals of the ERx emulator within one

1Order of initializing the devices has no influence on the experiments. It was done
to ease the debugging process at the stage of developing the software and designing the
experiment
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Figure 5.1: Experiment setup

time period of sending REQCRG messages. After that time it signals the end
of the single measurement through a buzzer, see Fig. 3.5(b). Consequently,
the protocol execution is paused for 15 s allowing the experiment operator
to move the ERx emulator to a second measuring position. One round of
data collection is finished when the ERx emulator reaches position ‘10’, with
the movement pattern depicted in Fig. 5.1. Each round of movements has
been repeated five times for statistical significance. The duration of a single
experiment was ten minutes. Therefore, results presented in the following
section are based on approximately nine hours of constantly running meas-
urements.

5.2 WPTN Performance Metrics

5.2.1 Choice of performance measures

We consider three WPTN performance metrics, that will be described in the
following sections. Those metrics relate to one instance of an experiment.
For a different experiment (e.g. with a different ERx movement scenario)
those results would be different. It is only possible to compare results for
different sets of protocol parameters and the same experiment procedure.

Harvested Energy
Energy that has been harvested during the whole experiment - ERx

h .

Efficiency
Efficiency is the ratio between energy harvested by the ERx and energy
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(a) Energy receiver (b) Experiment photograph

Figure 5.2: WTPN experiment photograph: (a) ERx, (b) photograph of the
entire setup in the laboratory setting.

consumed by all ETxs: η=
ERx
h∑N

i=1 ETx
i

, where ETx
i - energy consumed

by ETx i.

Energy Consumption
We use a simplified model of energy consumption. We assume that
a passive wakeup radio is used to wake up the receiver from off state
to start communicating with the chargers. The receiver consumes
power only for transmitting and receiving. Suppose Nt and Nr are the
number of packets that the receiver transmits and receives in a round
of experiment. The simplified power consumption model for a round
of experiment is as

Ec = ETx + ERx = Nt
Sp
Rd

(UITx) +Nr
Sp
Rd

(UIRx). (5.1)

The explanation of variables used in the model can be found in Table 5.1.

Accuracy
Accuracy is divided in three sub measures: receiver accuracy, transmit-
ter accuracy during charging, and transmitter accuracy during periods
where efficient charging is not possible. Receiver and transmitter ac-
curacy are analyzed separately and combined into one metric called
charging accuracy.

5.2.2 Accuracy

Harvested energy and efficiency describe the wireless power transfer char-
acteristic. This is dependent, not only on the specific protocol, but also
hardware, environment and experiment scenario. We were trying to come
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Table 5.1: Variables in the hardware experiment: Ardu-
ino Uno and Xbee

Symbol Description Value

U Working voltage 3.3 V
ITx Transmitting current 35 mA
IRx Receiving current 50 mA
IS,x Sleep current (Xbee) 0.9 mA
IS,a Sleep current (Atmel) 0.01 mA
Rd Data rate 9600 bytes/s
Sp Packet size 120 bytes
Ta Appear time at a position 40 s
Td Disappear time at a position 15 s
Ts Voltage sample period 0.1 s

(a) Arduino Uno values taken from [45, Table 29-7]
(b) Xbee values taken from [46]

up with a measure that would describe the accuracy of behavior of the ETx
devices in the network without describing how much power they actually
deliver. In order to define such a metric, we need to define types of events
that can happen in the system.

Let us assume a certain environment, where we have one ERx device and
N ETx devices. The ERx can be within the charging range of WPTN or
outside of the charging range. If the ERx is within the charging range of the
WPTN, it means that at least one ETx can charge this ERx successfully.
Conversely, if the ETx is outside of the charging range of the WPTN, it
means there is no ETx that could charge this ERx at this moment. We
consider an ERx being charged successfully when it can harvest energy,
that results with the voltage equal or higher than tERx

VoltageTh to appear on
the load of the ERx. While the ERx is in charging range of the WPTN
two situations can happen: a situation when ERx is indeed charged (correct
behavior of the protocol) and a situation when ERx is not charged (incorrect
situation, called missed charging).

On top of those relationships we have a behavior of ETx devices. Each
ETx device can be in the state of transmitting energy at any point of time
(both when the ERx is in the charging range of the WPTN and when it
is outside of this range). It is important to point out that apart from two
trivial situations, where the ETx is transmitting energy and the ERx is re-
ceiving energy successfully (correct behavior of the protocol) and the ETx
is transmitting energy while the ERx is outside of charging range of WPTN
(incorrect behavior, called below false alarm), there is one situation that
is not trivial, and that is the ETx transmitting energy and the ERx be-
ing within the charging range, but not receiving energy successfully. This
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T2

Figure 5.3: Illustration of states of an example WPTN system and relation-
ships between those states in the form of an Euler diagram: Ω - space of
all events; X - ERx was in charging range of at least one ETx; Y - ERx
was charged by at least one ETx; T1 - ETx1 was transmitting energy; T2
- ETx2 was transmitting energy. Missed charging is marked with blue ho-
rizontal lines and false alarm with red vertical lines. Events for only two
transmitters are depicted for clarity. In general, there may be more than two
transmitters in the system. Note that for any number of the ETx devices
X \ Y ∩

⋂N
i=1 Ti = ∅ holds.

situation means that a wrong ETx device was chosen by the protocol to
transmit energy. We also do not consider a situation when the ERx is out-
side of the WPTN charging range, but still receiving energy (e.g. from
external sources). All those events are depicted in Figure 5.3:

• Ω — state of all events of the WPT Network;

• X — ERx was within charging range of the WPTN;

• Y — ERx was being charged by the WPTN;

• T1 — ETx1 was transmitting energy;

• T2 — ETx2 was transmitting energy.

There are a couple of events of interest for further analysis, namely:

• X ′ ∩
⋃N

i=1 Ti — false alarm;

• X ∩
⋃N

i=1 Ti — a complement of a false alarm set of events, correct
behavior of the network when ERx is within charging range of WPTN;

• X \ Y — missed charging.

Moreover, it should be noted that Figure 5.3 shows an example where
only two transmitters are presented in the WPTN. Note that the set X \
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Y ∩ T1 ∩ T2 = ∅. In general, the set X \ Y ∩
⋂N

i=1 Ti = ∅ due to the fact
that if the ERx is within the charging range of WPTN, at least one of the
ETx devices should be able to charge it. Thus, it is not possible that all
the ETx devices are transmitting energy (

⋂N
i=1 Ti) and the ERx is within

charging range of the WPTN but not receiving power (X \ Y ).

Receiver Accuracy

Receiver accuracy could be defined as the accuracy of charging the ERx
device. In that measure we are not interested in the behavior of the indi-
vidual ETx devices. The only interest is whether ERx device was charged
by the WPTN when it should have been. The metric is presented in Equa-
tion 5.2.

AERx =
|Y |
|X|

, see missed charging (5.2)

Notice that AERx = 0 when |Y | = 0, which means the ERx was not at
all charged when it was within charging range of the WPTN. AERx = 1
when behavior of the network was fully correct — the ERx was charged at
all times it was within charging range of WPTN and no missed charging
occurred.

Transmitter Accuracy

Receiver accuracy (AERx) does not take into consideration the behavior of
ETx devices. However, in reality the behavior of ETx devices is crucial for
the efficiency of the WPTN. That is the reason we consider the additional
metric of transmitter accuracy. The metric is presented in Equation 5.3.

AETx =
|Y |∑N

i=1 |X ∩ Ti|
(5.3)

This accuracy metric assesses the correctness of the behavior of ETx
devices while the ERx device could have been receiving energy (the ERx
device was within charging range of the WPTN).

The first effect this measure accommodates is the effect of wrong ETx
devices being chosen to charge the ERx device while it was within charging
range of WPTN. An example of such a situation can be a situation when
the ETx1 is on while the ERx is within the charging range of the WPTN,
but the ERx device is not receiving energy (it means that some other ETx
should have been turned on at that time). The more of such behavior exists
in the network, the lower the AETx. This effect will be lower as the value
of AERx approaches 1 (the value of |Y | approaches the value of |X|). We
make further analysis assuming |X| = |Y |.
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Another effect this measure includes is the effect of multiple ETx devices
charging the same ERx at the same time. The desired behavior that op-
timizes received energy and efficiency is when only one ETx is charging the
given ERx at a time. If we assume, that the ERx was charged during all
times it was within charging range of the WPTN (|X| = |Y |), then AETx = 1
when for the whole period when the ERx was being charged only by one
ETx. The lowest value of AETx is 1/N , because in the worst case scenario
all N ETx devices were transmitting energy when the ERx was receiving it.
If AETx = x it means that performance of the ETx devices was 1/x times
worse than it could have been if only one ETx device at the time would
charge ERx, thus it means that 1/x times more ETx devices were charging
the ERx device at the same time.

Charging Accuracy

We consolidate two above metrics in one metric, defined in Equation 5.4.

A = AETxAERx (5.4)

In this metric, AETx can be seen as a normalization factor for more gen-
eral, receiver-level accuracy measure — AERx. The above metric has the
following characteristic:

• If A = 1, the behavior of the system while the ERx was within charging
range of the WPTN was fully correct — the ERx was charged by one
transmitter at the time (AETx = 1) and the ERx was charged for the
whole time it was within charging range of the WPTN (AERx = 1);

• If A = 0, the behavior of the system while the ERx was within char-
ging range of the WPTN was completely incorrect — the ERx was
not charged at all when it was within charging range of the WPTN
(AERx = 0), in this case AETx = 0 too, since |Y | = 0;

• If A = x, x ∈ (0, 1), the behavior of the system while the ERx was
within charging range of the WPTN was partially correct — either the
ERx was charged fraction x of all possible moments it could have been
charged (0 < AERx < 1;AETx = 1), ERx was being charged by 1/x
ETx devices more than it should have been (0 < AETx < 1;AERx = 1),
or a combination of those two factors (0 < AETx < 1; 0 < AERx < 1).

No-charging Accuracy

Both receiver and transmitter accuracies (AERx and AETx respectively) as
well as the consolidated accuracy measure A take into consideration situ-
ations where the ERx was within charging range of the WPTN (set of events
symbolized byX). What is however as crucial to consider as this set of events
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is a complementary set of events X ′ = Ω \X. This set of events represents
situations when the ERx was outside of the charging range of the WPTN.
We are interested in seeing how ETx devices behave during that time. The
desired situation takes place when no ETx is transmitting energy while the
ERx is outside of the charging range of the WPTN (

∑N
i=1 |X ′ ∩ Ti| = 0).

However, due to delays in the control pane of the protocol this will not al-
ways be the case. If

∑N
i=1 |X ′∩Ti| 6= 0, then we have a false alarm situation,

when an ETx transmits energy even though there is no ERx it could charge
in the network. The measure is presented in Equation 5.5.

ANoCharging =
1

N

∑N
i=1 |X ′ ∩ Ti|
|X ′|

, see false alarm (5.5)

5.3 Results

5.3.1 ERx Time to Charge

To verify the theoretical analysis of time to charge in both protocols, we
have conducted an experiment, where we have placed the ERx less than
50 cm to each of the ETx devices (to ensure ERx is within charging range of
all ETxs). To emulate the ERx being within charging range of a given ERx,
we would connect or disconnect the Powercast device from the Arduino
microcontroller. For each value of K from K = 1 (one ETx connected)
to K = 4 (four ETxs connected) we have performed an experiment where
ERx appears randomly in the network 50 times. Afterwards, we measured
the time it takes from appearing in the network to being charged. A CDF
of those experiments are presented in Figures 5.4 and 5.5. In this figure
experimental results (solid lines) are compared against theoretical results
(dashed lines). For Figure 5.4 three CDFs are presented: the theoretical
one corresponding to the equation (3.2) (used to compare with the probing-
based protocol results); uniform distribution of a random variable TB

start

corresponding to the equation (3.1) (used to compare with experimental
result); and the experimental result.

We see that the beaconing-based protocol is faster in reaching an ERx
than the probing-based protocol, however with increasing K the time to
charge for the probing-based protocol becomes very low as well (almost in-
stant connection after approximately two seconds). For the beaconing-based
protocol irrespective of number of ETx the time to charge stays constant.
The discrepancy between experimental and numerical results is due to ap-
proximation of not taking into account the propagation and processing time.
Nevertheless the analysis follows the trends of the experimental results.

For the case of the probing-based protocol, we can notice that changing
the number of the ETx devices within charging range of the ERx affects the
number of rounds the protocol will take to reach the successful round (it is
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reflected in the number of ’steps’ in Figure 5.5). The experimental results
match the theory in the number of rounds it takes to successfully start
charging the ERx. However, there are some differences between specific
values of experiments and theory, with experiment showing generally higher
values of the time to charge. The reason for that is underestimation of
the processing and the packet transmission time of the packet. As we can
judge from Figure 5.4, the transmission and processing time of a single
packet is approximately 0.5 s. The reason for that conclusion is the fact
that the experimental curve is shifted by approximately 0.5 s compared to
the theoretical uniform distribution. This means it takes an additional 0.5 s
to send and process the packet. In the probing-based protocol we have three
packets like that, which amounts to approximately 1.5 s. That is indeed the
delay between theoretical values and experiment in most cases. The reason
for the increased steepness of the experimental curve of the probing-based
protocol compared to the beaconing-based protocol is the fact that there
is much more data traffic and processing at the ERx (e.g. making decision
of answering the REQPWR packet, checking the QTX for addresses). All those
initial tasks take approximately 3 s as we can see from Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.4: WTPN time to charge CDF - beaconing-based protocol, solid
line–experiment, dashed line–analysis. N = 4, K = 1 scenario. Changing K
has no effect on the result.

5.3.2 Reference measurement

In order to calculate the accuracy of the protocol, we needed to conduct a
reference measurement. The goal of this measurement was to find out which
of the 10 measurement positions are within the charging range of which ETx
device. The scenario is the following:

• Only one ETx device is turned on for each measurement (from ETx1
to ETx4);
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Figure 5.5: WTPN time to charge CDF - probing-based protocol, solid line–
experiment, dashed line–analysis.

• Power received by the ERx from the given ETx device is measured in
each of the ten measurement positions, see Figure 5.1;

• The ERx appears in the each position for 20 s and disappears for 10 s
(the shortened time of the measurement does not influence the con-
clusion);

• For each measuring position the average received power is calculated
out of all collected samples towards the given ETx;

• If the received power is on average higher than tERx
VoltageTh at least from

one ETx, then is it considered that in this position the ERx is within
charging range of the WPT network;

• Otherwise (average received power lower than tERx
VoltageTh ), the ERx is

considered to be outside of the charging range of a WPTN.
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The output of the measurement is a binary vector of length 10, where
the first position corresponds to the first measurement position and the
last position in the vector corresponds to the last measurement position
in the experiment (see Figure 5.1). If the value of the vector in a given
position is ‘1’, it means that in this measurement position the ERx is within
the charging range of the network; if this value is ‘0’, it means the ERx
is outside of the charging range of the network. This vector was used to
calculate accuracy values of the protocol.

5.3.3 Line-of-sight scenario

For each measure of performance (harvested energy, efficiency, energy con-
sumption and accuracy) we have performed the experiment for five different
communication threshold values (tETx

CommTh ). The value of tETx
CommTh can be in-

terpreted as a parameter of the protocol, changed in software, or as a value
corresponding to the physical maximum range of communication device.
For a given threshold tETx

CommTh all the communication below this threshold
was ignored in software, but the same would happen if the transmit or re-
ceive power would be lower due to physical properties of the communication
devices.

We have performed two sets of experiments - for the beaconing-based
protocol (marked with the letter ‘B’ on the figures) and the probing-based
protocol (marked with the letter ‘P’).

The result is presented in Fig. 5.6, Fig. 5.7 and Fig. 5.8. Results were
plotted using MATLAB’s boxplot function.

Figure 5.6(a) shows the energy harvested for different values of tETx
CommTh and

both the beaconing-based protocol and the probing-based protocol. For
every value of the threshold the energy harvested is higher for the beaconing-
based protocol. The reason for that is that in the beaconing-based protocol
there are less restrictions connected with charging. On average more ETx
devices will charge the ERx device (sometimes multiple ETx devices at the
same time), which — in this particular scenario — results in more energy
being harvested (this does not always have to be the case, see Section 3.3).

In order to make a complete comparison of the beaconing-based and
probing-based protocols, we also need to evaluate the efficiency, energy con-
sumption and accuracy of the protocols. The efficiency of both protocols
is presented on Figure 5.6(b). In this case we see that for each value of
tETx
CommTh the efficiency of the probing-based protocol stays on a similar level,

while the efficiency of the beaconing-based protocols starts to increase for
higher values of tETx

CommTh (in our experiment the efficiency of the beaconing-
based protocol starts to increase for -50 dBm). The reason for that is that
as we raise the tETx

CommTh , we reach the situation where the communication
threshold closer matches situations in which the ERx is in charging range.
When we increase the tETx

CommTh in the beaconing-based protocol, we avoid
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Figure 5.6: WTPN experiment results for the two proposed WPTN charge
control protocols and various reception threshold parameters: (a) harvested
energy, (b) charge efficiency, and (c) cost of communication for ERx; B—
Beaconing, P—Probing.

the situation where ETx devices are charging the ERx device, even though
the ERx device does not receive any power. That is the reason for the ef-
ficiency increase. However, even though the efficiency increases, increasing
the tETx

CommTh also decreases the harvested energy.

Figure 5.6(c) shows the energy consumption in case of the beaconing-
based and probing-based protocols. The energy consumption is related to
the number of messages that are being sent and received in the protocol.

The execution of the probing-based protocol results in two or three mes-
sages being sent before reaching the Charging Phase, see Figure 3.11, com-
pared to one message in case of the beaconing-based probocol, see Figure 3.9.
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In case of the beaconing-based protocol, for both the optimistic and the pess-
imistic scenario it is only a REQCRG message. For the probing-based protocol
it is a REQCRG message, followed by a REPPWR message and finally an unsolicited
REPPWR in case of the optimistic scenario. That is the reason why the commu-
nication cost of the probing-based protocol is approximately two–three times
higher than the beaconing-based protocol for low values of tETx

CommTh . An-
other reason for the higher communication cost for low values of tETx

CommTh is
the fact that in that case there is a higher probability that the ERx will take
multiple rounds of trying to associate with ETx devices unsuccessfully to
finally associate with an ETx that can charge it successfully. For the higher
values of tETx

CommTh the communication cost of the probing-based protocol be-
comes lower because for these values of tETx

CommTh the ERx is on average within
charging range of fewer ETx devices, so there is less unsuccessful initializa-
tions of the probing-based protocols (the first ETx with which ERx tries to
associate is the only one it can associate with).

The last measures to consider comparing the beaconing-based and probing-
based protocols are the accuracy measures. As discussed in Section 5.2.2, we
define four measures: AERx, AETx, A (which is the combination of previous
two accuracies) and ANoCharging. The results of those measures are shown
in Figure 5.7 and 5.8.

Figure 5.7(a) shows the ERx Accuracy (AERx). This value says if the
ERx device was charged when it was in charging range of WPTN. Since the
beaconing-based protocol takes into consideration only the communication
layer threshold (tETx

CommTh ), it will attempt to charge the ERx more often than
the probing-based protocol, that also takes into consideration the harvested
energy (tERx

VoltageTh ). Due to that fact, it is understandable that for most

values of tETx
CommTh , the beaconing-based protocol has a higher value of AERx.

This however, comes with a cost of higher energy consumption (see the lower
efficiency of the beaconing-based protocol in Figure 5.6(b)). The trend of
AERx closely resembles the one of ERx

h , see Figure 5.6(a). This is due to the
fact that the same mechanism is visible in both measures. The advantage of
AERx is the fact that it can be used to compare different designs or be used
in different experiments (no need for exact replication of an experiment as
required for ERx

h ).

The beaconing-based protocol allows multiple ETx devices charging the
ERx and ETx devices charging the ERx even if there is not sufficient power
being delivered (the ERx is outside of the charging range of the WPTN).
This behavior is depicted using the ETx Accuracy —AETx, see Figure 5.7(b).
The ETx Accuracy says how precise was the behavior of the ETx devices
while the ERx was harvesting energy (while model behavior being the ERx
charged by one ETx at the time). Here we can see that for all values of
tETx
CommTh , AETx is high and constant for the probing-based protocol. For

the beaconing-based protocol it is very low (around 0.1, compared with 0.9
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for probing-based), and it increases with a decrease of tETx
CommTh . This is

connected with the fact that as we increase tETx
CommTh , we are closer to the

scenario where the communication threshold (tETx
CommTh ) and power threshold

(tERx
VoltageTh ) mark the same area. That is also the reason why for these values

of tETx
CommTh the beaconing-based protocol becomes more efficient, see again

Figure 5.6(a).

Figure 5.8(a) shows the overall Charging Accuracy (A), which is simply a
multiplication of ERx Accuracy and ETx Accuracy. This can be considered
as an overall protocol accuracy during the time the ERx was within charging
range of the WPTN. This value is closely related to the value of efficiency —
η— see Figure 5.6(b). The reason for that is that the Charging Accuracy is
the measure that tells us the effect of the Receiver Accuracy combined with
the Transmitter Accuracy. It takes into consideration actual transmitted to
received energy as well as a behavior of ETx devices while the ERx could
be charged. As we can see in Figure 5.8(a), even though the ERx Accuracy
is higher for the beaconing-based protocol, if we also take into consideration
the ETx Accuracy, the overall result is a Charging Accuracy being approx-
imately three times higher for the probing-based protocol. For high values of
tETx
CommTh probing-based protocol becomes less accurate. The reason for that

is that for this value of tETx
CommTh the behavior of the protocol is not efficient

in general — the communication threshold is too high for any successful
message exchange to happen, and thus most of the charging opportunities
are lost. This threshold results in a very low amount of harvested energy,
see Figure 5.6(a).

The three accuracy measures we considered before are measures that in-
form us about the behavior of the WPTN when the ERx is within charging
range of the network. As important as that is the behavior of the network
when the ERx is outside of the charging range. This information is shown
through the No-charging Accuracy (ANoCharging), see Figure 5.8(b). This
shows the behavior of the protocol when the ERx was outside of the charging
range of the WPTN (so could not be efficiently charged). The beaconing-
based protocol is in that case very inaccurate. This happens due to the
fact that there is no feedback loop regarding the harvested energy in this
protocol. Even though the ERx is within communication range of the ETx
devices, they cannot successfully transmit power. For the probing-based
protocol this situation is detected and the transmitters stop transmitting
power. For the beaconing-based protocol this is not the case, and the trans-
mitters inefficiently transmit power. The result is a low accuracy (and low
efficiency, see again Figure 5.6(b)). As in the case of ETx Accuracy, for
increasing values of tETx

CommTh , the beaconing-based protocol becomes more
accurate, because the communication range and charging range become of
similar size.
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Figure 5.7: WTPN experiment results: (a) ERx accuracy, (b) ETx accuracy.

5.3.4 Non-line of sight scenario

We adapted the original setup by changing reverting the positions of ETx
‘1’ and ‘3’ by 180 degrees. With this we emulated the situation when those
ETxs were seen by the control plane of ERx, while the rectified energy at
the ERx position was low (the ERx was more often outside of the charging
range of the WPTN, while still being within communication range). The
result of the experiment is presented in Figures 5.9 and 5.10. Results from
this scenario are depicted as back. They are compared against results from
the previous section, which are marked as normal. The experiment was done
for tETx

CommTh of -70 dBm.

Figure 5.9 shows the results of ERx
h , η and Ec . We can see that the

harvested energy in case of the beaconing-based protocol is almost two times
lower — a result of the two ETx devices turned by 180 degrees, which means
they are delivering very small amounts of energy to the ERx. In case of the
probing-based protocol the behavior of the protocol is slightly better — we
could harvest more energy. Moreover, the variance of the values of ERx

h is
higher for the normal scenario. This is not very intuitive and needs further
explanation.

If we consult Figure 5.1, we can see that in the back scenario ETx1 and
ETx3 were turned back, so that they cannot efficiently deliver energy to
the ERx in any of the positions. After conducting many measurements we
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Figure 5.8: WTPN experiment results: (a) charging accuracy and (b) non-
charging accuracy.

noticed however, that for the chosen value of tERx
VoltageTh sometimes there are

two or more ETx devices satisfying the condition of ERx
h ≥ tERx

VoltageTh , that is
required for the probing-based protocol to go into the charging phase. As an
example position ‘1’ can be given — for the chosen tERx

VoltageTh both ETx1 and
ETx4 could satisfy the condition, but, ETx1 could deliver more than twice
the energy delivered by ETx4. For the probing-based protocol however,
the first, most simple idea of first-come, first-served (FCFS) was chosen. It
means that when the ERx was in position ‘1’ and if ETx4 contacted it first,
the ERx would associate with ETx4, even though ETx1 could transmit more
energy. Consequently, in case of the normal scenario for some experiments
ETx1 would charge the ERx when in position ‘1’, and in some other cases
it would be ETx4. Moreover, if energy delivered from ETx4 is very close
to the threshold tERx

VoltageTh , it can go below this threshold due to fast fading
that is the consequence of multipath propagation. In such a case, the ERx
drops ETx4 and tries to associate with another ETx. This takes time, that
could be used to charge the ERx. In case of back scenario there are less
situations when there are multiple ETx that can charge the ERx at the
given position. In that scenario also less switching happens (e.g. in position
‘1’ — if ERx decides to drop ETx4, it will not try to associate itself with
another ETx because there is no other ETx device that could charge it
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successfully). These two reasons combined are causing the higher variance
of ERx

h as well as the lower ERx
h in case of the normal scenario. It is important

to remember though that this is a situation characteristic to our experiment
scenario — this result may not happen in general scenario. However, it
shows the complexity of the problem of choosing the best protocol and set
of parameters for the most efficient WPTN.

For the scenario with the ETx devices turned by 180 degrees η decreases
approximately twice, Figure 5.9(b). The reason for that in case of the
beaconing-based protocol is just approximately two times less energy be-
ing harvested (two ETx devices are not charging ERx efficiently). For the
probing-based protocol the reason is that for each time the ERx tries to
associate with ETx1 or ETx3 (the ones that are turned back), they do not
charge efficiently. However, the protocol reacts to that after a certain delay
(power-probing phase) and energy transmitted by the ETx devices (but not
delivered to ERx) is affecting this result.

The communication cost is the same for both scenarios, see Figure 5.9(c).
The reason is simple — there is the same number of ETx devices with which
the ERx communicates.
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Figure 5.9: WTPN experiment results: (a) harvested energy, (b) efficiency
and (c) communication cost for the scenario with two transmitters turned
the opposite direction (back scenario). Measurements done for -70 dBm
communication threshold.

Figure 5.10 compares the accuracy results for the normal and the back
scenarios. For all accuracy measures, the beaconing-based protocol results
stay the same. The reason for that is the fact that there is no difference in
protocol behavior based on energy delivered to the ERx, thus the behavior of
the ETx devices in both scenarios was very similar. There is a difference for
both ERx Accuracy and ETx Accuracy for the probing-based protocol. The
accuracy of ERx Accuracy is lower due to the fact that in the back scenario
it is more probable that the protocol ends up in unsuccessful power probing
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phase in comparison with the normal scenario. In case of ETx Accuracy the
reason is the fact that sometimes the ETx that delivers energy to the ERx
will be dropped by the ERx because the energy harvested by the ERx will be
(even for a short period of time) lower than tERx

VoltageTh . A consequence is the
Charging Accuracy (Figure 5.10(c)) being lower in the back scenario. For
No-charging Accuracy, the value is similar for the probing-based protocol.
This means that the behavior of the protocol in situations when no energy
can be delivered to the ERx is still the same (and much better than in the
beaconing-based protocol), see Figure 5.10(d).
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Figure 5.10: WTPN experiment results: (a) ERx accuracy, (b) ETx accur-
acy, (c) charging accuracy and (d) non-charging accuracy for the scenario
with two transmitters turned the opposite direction (back scenario). Meas-
urements done for -70 dBm communication threshold.

5.3.5 Results summary

In this Subsection we summarize the results of all the measurements. We
look more closely for measurements done for very low tETx

CommTh (a situation
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where ERx has connectivity to all ETx devices in the network for our exper-
iment) and inspect how the results change when we increase the threshold.

For low tETx
CommTh probing is more efficient and accurate but it harvests

less energy than beaconing and has higher communication cost. As the
threshold increases, the efficiency of the beaconing-based protocol increases
(due to the fact that tETx

CommTh becomes better tuned to indicate the charging
range of the WPTN). The communication cost of the probing protocol is
lowered due to the fact that there are fewer ETx devices that take part in
Power Probing phase.

The ERx Accuracy is better for the beaconing-based protocol for low
tETx
CommTh . However, the ETx accuracy is much better in that case, result-

ing in overall Charging Accuracy being approximately three times higher
for the probing-based protocol. Also for No-charging Accuracy the probing-
based protocol is much better. As tETx

CommTh increases, ETx Accuracy and
No-charging accuracy of the beaconing-based protocol increases (due to
the same reason as before — better match of tETx

CommTh to charging range
of WPTN).
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future
Work

6.1 Conclusions

Currently, wireless power transfer networks (WPTNs) are gaining more and
more attention from both academia and industry. They are believed to have
a potential to solve many problems of wireless sensor networks, and advanced
monitoring applications (e.g. insect monitoring). Many universities and
research institutes are working to make WPT techniques more efficient, and
industry is bringing those to the market.

In this thesis we have considered a novel concept of wireless power trans-
fer networks. Since this is a new concept, a lot of new techniques need to
be defined, starting from how such network could operate, what kind of
hardware could it use, to how to measure and evaluate its operations. We
have addressed those problems by defining new WPTN protocols, creating a
real-world proof-of-concept system to measure and evaluate different WPTN
protocols, proposed experiments and measures to evaluate the performance
of such protocols, and finally performed an evaluation of two protocols pro-
posed in this thesis.

We have identified three elements that are necessary to build efficient
wireless power transfer networks: a wireless power transfer layer, a commu-
nication layer and a controller. The controller controls the behavior of both
the wireless power transfer layer and the communication layer to optim-
ize the behavior of the WPTN. This behavior is called a WPTN protocol.
There are two types of such protocols: beaconing-based (without feedback
from the wireless power transfer layer) and probing-based (with feedback
from the wireless power transfer layer). We have proposed one of each type
and implemented it in an experimental hardware platform.

In order to evaluate the behavior of WPTNs and compare different proto-
cols, five performance measures were proposed: harvested energy, efficiency,
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energy consumption, accuracy and expected time to charge. The reason to
define multiple measures is the fact that the goals of a WPTN can be con-
tradictory — on one hand it is minimizing the power consumption in the
network; on the other — maximizing charging of energy receivers.

We have considered one specific design and implementation of a beaconing-
based protocol type and one of a probing-based protocol type. Even though
the analyzed protocols are one of many that could be defined, we can already
draw some general conclusions regarding the beaconing and probing types.
By definition, every beaconing-based protocol will not use feedback regard-
ing power received at the ERx. This allows for the more minimalistic design
that uses less resources. However, having less information makes the optim-
ization problem more difficult. On the other hand there are probing-based
protocols. Those protocols use the feedback loop in the form of informa-
tion about the power received at the ERx. This will always consume at
least the same amount of resources as the beaconing-based solution (e.g.
in terms of exchanged messages), since in order to initialize probing, some
kind of a beaconing scheme needs to exist in such a protocol too. Based on
that rationale we identify a few key differences between those two types of
protocols:

• the harvested energy is higher for a beaconing-based protocol, but the
cost is decreased efficiency (compared to a probing-based protocol);

• the efficiency is higher for a probing-based protocol, but the energy
consumption (caused by more control traffic) is also higher and the
harvested energy (caused by delays connected with control layer per-
formance, see Figure 5.5) is lower compared to a beaconing-based pro-
tocol;

It is important to note that for certain scenarios and environments a
beaconing-based protocol turns out to be better, while for some other scen-
arios a probing-based protocol seems to be more beneficial, taking into con-
sideration all the features of the protocol. There are two special cases that
can be considered:

• a case with large distances between ETx and ERx devices, where the
situation when the ERx device is within charging range of WPTN is
rare — in that case a probing-based protocol appears to be much
more efficient compared to a beaconing-based protocol;

• the opposite case, where distances between ETx and ERx devices are
not so large, a situation where the ERx device is within charging range
of the WPTN is frequent — in that case a probing-based protocol
may seem to be an overkill, since a beaconing-based protocol achieves
similar efficiency and harvested energy results with lower communica-
tion cost.
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There is a number of lessons that can be learned from the conducted
experiments:

1. For both beaconing-based and probing-based protocols, the charge re-
quest rate should be chosen appropriately in order to optimize power
consumption and harvested energy in a WPTN. An example could be
the charge request rate that adapts to the density of ERx devices or
their mobility. If ERx devices move rapidly, the charge request rate
should be higher to allow ETx devices to adapt to the changing situ-
ation; if ERxs do not move, the charge request rate can be lower, since
the topology of the network does not change.

2. Similarly to the charge request rate, also the power probing rate should
be optimized in probing-based protocols, based on similar principles.

3. The WPTN should choose the subset of ETx devices that are turned
on at any given time in a way that optimizes power consumption and
energy harvesting. It should take into account the non-linear efficiency
of ERx devices RF-to-DC energy transfer, and locations of ERx and
ETx devices. Measuring all the possible combinations of ETx devices
that could charge a subset of ERx devices consumes a lot of time and
energy, thus novel smart WPTN concepts should be developed.

6.2 Future Work

This thesis was the first step to analyze wireless power transfer networks. It
proposed a basic classification of the types of protocols that could be imple-
mented on top of such network and the way to measure their performance
in both experiment-specific and generic way. Further work in that field can
be divided in three aspects: hardware platform research, protocol research
and application research.

The hardware platform used in our experiments was a basic proof-of-
concept implementation. There is much room for improvement in investig-
ating usage of off-the-shelve components to build real WPTN hardware (i.e.
an ERx device that does not require a power supply connection) or using
novel research platforms such as the Wireless Identification Sensing Plat-
form (WISP) developed at the University of Washington [47]. Apart from
trying to integrate different hardware platforms, research into optimizing
efficiency of power conversion needs to be investigated.

In order to make a WPTN work efficiently, efficient WPTN protocols need
to be developed on top of optimized hardware platforms. Thus, protocol re-
search (which was the main contribution of this thesis) needs to be continued
further. Specific follow-up tasks could include research to optimize protocol
parameters for the specific environment, first statically and then dynamic-
ally. Furthermore, more generic research into different types of protocols
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could be conducted, and how different hardware platforms and protocols
affect each other.

Last but not least, research into applications of wireless power transfer
needs to be conducted in parallel to all other activities. Since the possibil-
ities of WPTNs are not yet fully known, it is not possible to imagine all the
possible applications of this novel technology. Research areas that can bene-
fit the most from our research are those fields where battery life or providing
power to multiple devices is a problem. These problems are common, for
instance, in wireless sensor networks, where much research into harvesting
energy is already being done.
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Appendix A

Source code of WPTN
implementations

Listing A.1: executeProtocol() function of PowercastReceiver

1 void PowercastRece iver : : executeProtoco l ( )
2 {
3 boolean i sPacketRece ived = tryRece ivePacket ( ) ;
4

5 i f ( i sPacketRece ived ) {
6 Protoco lPacket ∗ packet = obtainPacket ( ) ;
7

8 i f ( powercastMeasurementLayer != NULL && packet−>
protocolType == PROTOCOL TIMESYNCH) {

9 powercastMeasurementLayer−>processPacket ( packet )
;

10 }
11 else i f ( powercastControlLayer != NULL && packet−>

protocolType == PROTOCOL CONTROL) {
12 powercastControlLayer−>processPacket ( packet ) ;
13 }
14 }
15

16 i f ( powercastMeasurementLayer != NULL) {
17 powercastMeasurementLayer−>doTimerActions ( ) ;
18 }
19

20 i f ( powercastControlLayer != NULL) {
21 powercastControlLayer−>doTimerActions ( ) ;
22 }
23 }
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Listing A.2: An example of definition of PowercastLayer child class

1 class PowercastTxControlLayer : public PowercastLayer
2 {
3 public :
4 PowercastTxControlLayer ( ) ;
5 void setOutputPins ( int pinTxOff , int pinTxOn) ;
6

7 void processPacket ( Protoco lPacket ∗xBeePacket ) ;
8 void doTimerActions ( ) ;
9 void pro c e s sS ta t e ( Event currentEvent , Protoco lPacket

∗xBeePacket ) ;
10

11 //EVENTS
12 void eventReceivedPing ( ) ;
13 void eventTimeoutPing ( ) ;
14

15 // ACTIONS
16 void actionTurnOn ( ) ;
17 void act ionTurnOff ( ) ;
18

19 void doMeasurement ( ) ;
20

21 private :
22 void makeTxOn( bool s t a t u s ) ;
23

24 unsigned long l a s tP ingRece ived ;
25

26 int pinTxOff ;
27 int pinTxOn ;
28 } ;

Listing A.3: Beaconing-based protocol implementation

1 // WPTN beaconing based p r o t o c l p r o c e s s e s s t a t e s .
2 void PowercastRxControlLayer : : p r o c e s s S ta t e ( Event

currentEvent , Protoco lPacket ∗xBeePacket )
3 {
4 int nextState = cur r en tS ta t e ;
5 switch ( cu r r en tS ta t e )
6 {
7 case STATE IDLE :
8 i f ( currentEvent == EVENT TIMEOUT PING)
9 {

10 act ionSendPing ( ) ;
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11 }
12 nextState = cur r en tS ta t e ;
13 break ;
14 default :
15 break ;
16 }
17 }
18

19 // Do a c t i o n s accord ing to d i f f e r e n t s t a t e s in
beaconing based pro to co l .

20 void PowercastRxControlLayer : : doTimerActions ( )
21 {
22 unsigned long currentTime =

getCurrentTimeMil i seconds ( ) ;
23 i f ( currentTime − t imerPing >= DELAY PING) {
24 eventTimeoutPing ( ) ;
25 t imerPing = currentTime ;
26 }
27

28 doMeasurement ( ) ;
29 }

Listing A.4: Implementation of TxAdressesQueue

1 class TxAdressesQueue
2 {
3 public :
4 TxAdressesQueue ( )
5 {
6 resetQueue ( ) ;
7 }
8

9 void resetQueue ( )
10 {
11 for ( int i = 0 ; i < SIZE OF TX QUEUE ; i++)
12 {
13 txAdressesQueue [ i ] = 0 ;
14 timestampsForRemovalQueue [ i ] = 0 ;
15 }
16

17 delayRemoveLastProbeSender = 0 ;
18

19 current Index = 0 ;
20 o lde s t Index = 0 ;
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21 prev ious Index = 0 ;
22 }
23

24 void saveAddressToQueue ( u i n t 1 6 t address )
25 {
26 txAdressesQueue [ current Index ] = address ;
27 timestampsForRemovalQueue [ current Index ] = m i l l i s

( ) + DELAY REMOVE LAST PROBE SENDER;
28 prev ious Index = current Index ;
29 current Index = ( current Index + 1) %

SIZE OF TX QUEUE ;
30 }
31

32 bool checkOldestTxForTimeout ( )
33 {
34 i f ( timestampsForRemovalQueue [ o lde s t Index ] != 0

&& timestampsForRemovalQueue [ o lde s t Index ] <=
m i l l i s ( ) ) {

35 return true ;
36 }
37

38 return fa l se ;
39 }
40

41 void removeOldestFromQueue ( )
42 {
43 txAdressesQueue [ o lde s t Index ] = 0 ;
44 timestampsForRemovalQueue [ o lde s t Index ] = 0 ;
45 o lde s t Index = ( o lde s t Index + 1) %

SIZE OF TX QUEUE ;
46 }
47

48 bool checkForAddress ( u i n t 1 6 t address )
49 {
50 for ( int i = 0 ; i < SIZE OF TX QUEUE ; i++)
51 {
52 i f ( txAdressesQueue [ i ] == address )
53 {
54 return true ;
55 }
56 }
57

58 return fa l se ;
59 }
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60

61 bool checkForLastAddress ( u i n t 1 6 t address )
62 {
63 i f ( txAdressesQueue [ prev ious Index ] == address )
64 {
65 return true ;
66 }
67 else
68 {
69 return fa l se ;
70 }
71 }
72

73 u i n t 1 6 t getLastAddress ( )
74 {
75 return txAdressesQueue [ prev ious Index ] ;
76 }
77

78 private :
79 u i n t 1 6 t txAdressesQueue [ SIZE OF TX QUEUE ] ;
80 unsigned long timestampsForRemovalQueue [

SIZE OF TX QUEUE ] ;
81 unsigned long delayRemoveLastProbeSender ;
82 byte current Index ;
83 byte o lde s t Index ;
84 byte prev ious Index ;
85 } ;
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